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Chapter One
Introduction

I-ate June aftemoon in the city and it's steaming. Sweat is beading across
my shoulders and my sundress suddenly clings. I catch the redline El downtown
from the apartment of friends on Lake and Austin, wander down to the museum
campus, then head we$ from the lake front. On foot along Roosevelt Road, I pass
above the dozens of railroad tracks that stream north into the loop. \fter a mile
and a half or so I meet head onwith a procession of perhaps three hundred people
travelíng east on Roosevelt. Neaþ all are Híspanic, everyone is Catholic. The
pilgrims are boundfor Soldier Field, home of the Chicago Bears and, on this day,
the Archdiocese of Chicago's FíeId of Faith celebratíon.

I turn on my heels and shadow the procession back the way I carne, first on
the other side of the street (wanting to maintain spatial evidence of the distance I
feel on the situation, being neither Hispanic, nor a member of the archdiocese, nor
an experíenced pilgrim), then in its midst as police fficers work to keep allfoot
trffic streamlined on the north sidewalk. I am sunounded by people of all ages
and both genders-- lots of young people, lots of families with young children. Most
of the walkers chat casually in Spanish. Some holdbanners adornedwith religious
imagery or displaying parish names; a few walk with signs supporting immigrant
andwomen's agendas. One man near thefront of the line keeps up a constant
string of prayers in Spanish through his loud speaker. Toward the back of the
procession a group of walkers, mostly women, counter his voice with ø song.

We arrive outside of Soldier Field in light driule. Instead of disappearing
directly into the stadium-- the site of mass-- the entire crowd swings to the right
and eventualþ gathers infront of the looming statue of Our Indy of the New
Millennium. The Madonna, her stainless steelform glinting in the rain, takes me
by sharp surprise. She is far more than I had expectedfrom this afternoon. Really
she is far more than I would ever have expectedfrom the Chicago archdiocese.
But she ís here and she is wildly popular. As I stand in quiet awe beþre the statue
a heavy-set, eldeþ man (who, I would later learn, is her owner on his last day
alive) hands me a prayer cardfeaturing the laminated silver of this Madonna
superimposed over a photograph of Ho$ Name Cathedral. In front of me a
longhaired priest leads prayers in Spanish to a guitar accompaniment. From all
around rne come the responses, loud and emphatic. "Víva nuestra Madre de
Guadalupe. . . Viva México! "

It is well known that the Catholic Church in the United States has suffered in recent years

from a dearth in clergy, drops in mass and parochial school attendance, and lack of funds. A

spectator at Soldier Field during the June Field of Faith Eucharistic celebration, however, might

remark that Catholicism appears alive and well in Chicago. To celebrate the jubilee year of 2000,

the Archdiocese of Chicago converted Soldier Field into a "sacred space" reminiscent of the 1926

Intemational Eucharistic Congress held in the same location. This conversion involved the erection



of a 170-foot steel-framed sanctuary and 18-foot stained glass cross, and the reintroduction of a

chair used by Pope John Paul Ilin 19791 .

Also present at the celebration this time around, on the grounds of Soldier Field (though not

allowed into the stadium itself), was OurLady of the New Millennium. The Madonna, welded from

8400 pounds of stainless steel, standing 38-feet high on the back of a flatbed truck, lifted and

supported by hydraulics, is a breath-catching reminder of the Catholic presence in the city. She is

without a child and her two hands approach one another before her chest in prayer. She wears an

unadorned robe and simple cloak over her loose flowing hair. Her feet are bare, her gazetravels out

over the heads of those near her. She towers over spectators as formidably as the Sears tower

looms above the rest of the Chicago skyline. She was commissioned by a private individual to

celebrate the jubilee, and eventually admitted by current Chicago Archbishop Francis Cardinal

George and the archdiocese (albeit with some hesitance) into the calendar ofjubilee year

celebrâtions. She will tour parishes in the city and suburbs through the year 2000 and beyond.

Steve Kloehn, religion writer for the Chicago Tribune, reported on this Madonna for the

paper in late July:

In an age of self-conscious skepticism, when even the Roman Catholic
Church has pared down much of its iconography, the enorrhous sculpture of the
praying Virgin echoes the piety of bygone ages, demonstrating the strong pull of
tactile and visual symbols on the religious imaginationz.

V/hat is an observer to make of this giant Madonna celebrating the new millennium? Is she really

just a stainless steel echo of "the piety of bygone ages"? What can she in fact tell one about this

"strong pull of tactile and visual symbols" on the Catholic devout in Chicago today? How does

this hulking and unadorned figure of a woman, certainly the most public religious icon in the city in

the year 2000, speak for a "Chicago-style" Catholicism? Any image this large, receiving the

attention of this many people, must indeed have important things to say. . .

Steve Kloehn. "Catholic rally holds echoes of the past." Chicago Tribune, 22 July 2000. Sec I , p.l .
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I. The Project

Mexican immigrants and their descendants currently comprise the largest ethnic population

in Chicago. Heavily Catholic, this population has gro,wn into the most noticeable ethnic component

of the Chicago archdiocese as well. With this group's visibility has come the equal visibility of

distinctive rituals and images that fall within the culturally oriented practice of its religion. Some of

these rituals and images are contained within Mexican American neighborhoods, in parishes and

private homes, away from the eye of the larger public. Others have spread out to gain attention

across the archdiocese, aroused the curiosity of the media, and tapped into wide public appeal.

Examples of this are the pilgrimage to Soldier Field recounted above, and the formidable presence

of Ourlady of the New Millennium which, though commissioned by a non-Hispanic man named

Carl Demma, is representative of the Marion imagery that means so much to Catholics of Mexican

descent in Chicago. Indeed the archdiocese's eventual willingness to allow this Madonna into its

jubilee celebrations-- after initially recommending to Mr. Demma that he spend his money instead

on some charitable cause-- was certainly influenced by the intense devotion to the Virgin

demonstrated by Mexican and, to a lesser but still noteworthy extent, Polish Catholics in Chicago.

This thesis examines the popular religion of Chicago's Mexican American communities. It

is an attempt to better understand the Catholicism of a particular time, place and people, as

demonstrated through image and ritual in the lives of those who practice it. On one level, it is a

study of the religious traditions that meet and mingle in the Mexican neighborhoods of Chicago,

creating a strain on popular Catholicism that is both historically and geographically distinct. On

another level it is a theoretical examination of the potential of religion materialized in space; a study

of the implications embedded in religious symbols and signs. And on still another level it is an

exercise in thinking about the delineation of what is sacred and what is secular, what is Catholic and

what is not, and the sources of authority involved in making these distinctions.

' Steve Kloehn. "Religious statues reach new heights of faith in Chicago." Chicago Tribune,2T July 2000.
Sec.l, p.l.
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There are many methods through which one may approach the study of popular religion.

One may use history as an entrance point, or coïnmunity structure, or theology or narrative. To

study the popular religion of immigrants, however, is to accept the pre-assigned priority of space.

Space rushes to the forefront of the immigrant experience; geographic change, or change in space,

transforms a person into an immigrant. History, culture, narrative- all are then grafted upon this

fundamental change in geography. The coÍrmon experience of members of every Mexican

immigrant community is a spatial one; though members arrive from disparate parts of Mexico--

some from Mexico City, others from rural rancheros-- all have traveled over great geographic

distances to be thrown into the new, urban, American space of Chicago. It is especially appropriate,

then, to use this crisis of space as an introduction to the study of popular religion within these

communities.

Image and ritual are elements of popular religion that create community space. When a

Mexican immigrant community coalesces in a Chicago neighborhood, it is faced with a new

geography, strange and unknown. Foreign architecture, unfamiliar images and signs in an 
.

indecipherable language surround every member. These immigrants are suddenly living as

transplants; usually without the means to revisit their native landôcapes. They occupy buildings and

streets built by people they know nothing about, and are surrounded by the strangers more familiar

with the space than they are. Eventually, however, the new conìmunity begins to reconstruct this

space as its own. The Catholicism that is, at some level, a common denominator between most

members of the community is a major medium for spatial appropriation. The Mexican American

neighborhoods of Chicago are filled with culturally distinct religious imagery, and are home to a

wide range of religious rituals that function in determining the use and purpose of already-existing

spaces.

Religious imagery occupies space. Images may be paintings or statues inside church walls

or on the street. Devotional objects, in as far as their presence helps to create a religious space, are

also images. Though images contribute to the architecture of large spaces such as churches, homes

or neighborhood blocks, each image also creates and maintains its own unique space. The space of
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an image is inhabited, theoretically at least, by devotees who invest themselves in its architectural

significance. Religious ritual, then, is how a space is manipulated by its inhabitants. Ritual may

sustain the function of a space already popularly understood as religious; it may also awaken

religious function in spaces formerly understood as secular. Image and ritual are two particularly

important components of popular religion in Mexican American immigrant communities. Through

discussing image and ritual, this thesis adopts an emphasis on religious spaces and expands from

there, at times using them to trace history, but more often looking into them for hints at exactly what

constitutes the Catholicism of their creators / inhabitants.

II. Foucault and Space

Spatiality, so important to popular religion, has received heavy support in twentieth century

critical theory. In later interviews and essays, Michel Foucault expounded upon the importance of

critically regarding space. Much of what he wrote in his essay "Of Other Spaces" points at the

theoretical advantages of studying the images and rituals that are components to the religious

geography of immigrant neighborhoods. Though a self-identified historian, Foucault begins his

essay declaring the advent of history's successor:

The great obsession of the nineteenth century was, as we know history: with its
themes of development and of suspension, of crisis and cycle, themes of the ever-
accumulating past, with its great preponderance of dead men and the mythological
glaciation of the world. . . The present epoch will perhaps be above all the epoch of
space. 'We 

are in the epoch of simultaneity: we are in the epoch of juxtaposition, the
epoch of near and far, of the side-by-side, of the dispèrsed'.

Foucault places space, which scholars have traditionally treated as the backdrop upon which

humans act out history, to take center stage. Once it is assigned priárity, space or geography

readily becomes a tool for interpreting the other two components of the "space-time-being" triad

of human existence.

The myth of space as static and indeterminate has traditionally relegated it to being the

inferior component of this trinity. Foucault, however, puts forward the notion that geography is as

' Michel Foucault. "On Other Spaces." Diacritics,Volume 16, No.l. p. 22
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dynamic as its counterparts of time and being. He does this by expanding upon a concept he calls

"heterotopic spaces." A heterotopia is a living, breathing point of geography. It is "The space in

which we live, which draws us out of ourselves, in which the erosion of our lives, our time and our

history occurs, the space that claws and knaws at us"4. It is capable of 'Juxtaposing in a single

real place several places, several sites that are in themselves incompatible"s. I will argue in this

thesis that the Mexican American neighborhoods of Chicago are heterotopic spaces. They are

intimately entwined with the histories of the various communities that have occupied them over time;

they have both been shaped by and helped to determine the actions of their inhabitants. Moreover,

for their current residents these spaces successfully shift through symbolic functions, often

bridging the opposition of sacred and secular. In his essay Foucault lists museums, cemeteries,

brothels and

colonies as different sorts of heterotopias. He suggests that:

In general, the heterotopic space is not freely accessible like a public place. Either
entry is compulsory. . . or else the individual has to submit to rites of purification.
To get in one must have a certain permission and make certain gesturesÓ,

and also that:

Heterotopias are most often linked to slices of time- which is to say that they open
onto what might be termed, for the sake of symmetry, heterochronies. The
heterotopia begins to function at full capacity when men arrive at a sort of absolute
break with their traditional time'.

The heterotopias of Chicago's Mexican American neighborhoods, while not the esoteric societies

that Foucault implies in the first passage, are in a sense both compulsory and accessed through

ritual. Most immigrant communities, while they may choose the geographic site of their new local,

do not choose the heterotopic implications of that site. An immigrant community inadvertently

assumes the history of the space it inhabits. Once a community settles within a space and begins to

modify it, however, it will use ritual to further access that spaces heterotopic potential. As for the

o lbid.t rbid.
u lbid.t rbid.

6
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second passage above, "men" arriving "at a sort of absolute break with their traditional time," the

chaos an immigrant from rural Mexico must experience upon being transplanted in Chicago, speaks

for itself.

Edward Soja;commenting on Foucault, writes in his essay "History: Geography:

Modernity" that:

Foucault's heterogeneous and relational space of heterotopias is neither a
substanceless void to be filled by cognitive intuition nor a repository of physical
forms to be phenomenologically described in all its resplendent variability. It is
another space, what Lefebvre would describe as I'espace vécu, actually lived and
socially created spaciality, concrete and abstract at the same time, the habitus of
social practices. It is a space rarely seen for it has been obscured by a bifocal vision
that traditionally views sþace as eiiher a mental construct or a physical form8.

This thesis is my attempt to move past a bifocal vision. By prioritizing space in the religious life

of Chicago's Mexican American neighborhoods, I hope to explain its components-- the images and

the rituals-- as entities more real and physical than concepts, yet more complex and alive than static

forms. It is only through getting at this complexity that I can hope to point both myself and the

reader toward the richness of Catholicism as itis actually experienced by members of these

communities.

III. The Purpose

To consider Mexican American Catholicism, or any religion for that matter, strictly through

its rituals and its imagery is to simplify it incredibly. Simplification is a danger in any religious

study. Still, Latino/a forms of popular Catholicism are repeatedly characterized, both from within

and without, by.their emphasis on sensory, visual elements of devotion. Studying the interplay of a

community and its religious space, especially space so crucial in devotion, provides a rich range of

interpretive possibilities. This is why it is important. Image and ritual, as they fill a community's

space, create signs. Every image is a sign; so is the set of motions that constitute a ritual. As signs,

images and rituals have no inherent meaning; their significance is created and sustained by the

devotees that adhere to them. Therefore such religious signs hold potential for various
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interpretations; an image or a ritual may be understood differently in Mexican cultural Catholicism

than it is in its European counterparts. The same image or ritual, transported from Mexico, may

adopt new significance within a community of immigrants in Chicago. Even within one of these

immigrant neighborhoods, the sign might inspire different interpretations from one devotee to the

next. The popular interpretation of Catholic images and rituals at all levels creates points of tension

with church authorities, whether in Rome or the office of the Chicago archbishop, who are charged

with perpetuating the "authentic" or authoritative meaning of a sign already popularly understood

as Catholic. V/hile many popular understandings of Catholic symbols, in Mexican American

communities and elsewhere, are influenced by church decree and adhere closely to authoritative

interpretations, there are other popular interpretations which the Church has neither decried nor

condoned, and still others which actually subvert Catholic doctrine.

Popular interpretation sustains itself in a dialectical relationship with church authority; the

polyphony of popular interpretations consistently escapes the authority of the church only to

remain embedded in its religious image and thus ieconcile itself to another round of doctrinal

interpretation. On one level a religious sign is accessible to individualistic interpretation; on another

level it always retains the significance of the communities, whether in Rome, Mexico or Chicago,

that appropriate it. Through this dialectic the religious space of a community immediately affirms

the characteristics of a heterotopia, both real and conceptual, fluid and living. A space with "living"

symbolism blurs the distinctions of sacred and secular. Churches become backdrops for

nationalistic or even political agendas, apartment buildings display Catholic imagery. The "sacred"

landscape becomes indistinguishable from any sort of secular counterpart. This is an idea that sits

uncomfortably within the United States tradition of distinguishing (legally, if not always in practice)

between the jurisdictions of church and of secular state. However, religion as it is lived by people is

manifest in the often ambiguous symbols of their practice. It is crucial that one acknowledges the

full range of intententions behind and implications of these symbols. Examining popular

Catholicism through its heterotopic spaces-- the immediate consequences of the permeating

8 Edward Soja. "History: Geography: Modernity." The Cultural Studies Reader. p. ll9
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dialectic of Catholic symbolism-- allows for the broadest possible understanding of Catholicism in

the world.

In May of 2000 I received a research grant from the department of religion at Swarthmore

College. In my grant proposal to the department I had sketched out my sufirmer plans for

investigating cultural variations on Catholic practices in Chicago. I approached my research that

summer knowing very little, but inspired both by a book I had read on Marion devotion in Italian

Harleme, and by the little I knew of my family's own experience as immigrant Catholics in Chicago

earlier in the century. I soon realized that I was in over my head; Catholicism in Chicago ís

immigrant Catholicism; a person might spend years studying the religious cultures of the city's

many immigrant communities. I began to visit churches in Polish,Italian and Mexican

neighborhoods. My first trip to the Mexican neighborhood of Pilsen was on a Saturday. The

doors of every church were wide open; people of all ages were streaming in and out, celebrating

weddings and baptisms. Many things I saw that afternoon left lasting impressions in my mind--

the range in age and apparent social position of those attending the churches, the-close interactions

between some of the clergy and the parishioners, the extravagant decorations that lit up church

interiors. From that afternoon forward, my research in Chicago was focused on Mexican American

devotionalism, particularly that involving images and rituals of the Virgin Mary, in two adjacent

Chicago neighborhoods-- Pilsen and Little Village. This thesis is the culmination of my summer

research and material that I have read and studied in the months following.

The critical study of Catholicism afforded by my summer of research has presented me with

the opportunity to think a great deal about my relationship, as an academic, to the subject matter of

my scholarship. Other religious traditions that I have studied, from Krishna devotionalism to

Buddhist narrative, have captured my interest and lingered in both my personal and academic

thought. They have done so, however, as phenomena that are new, meaningful but historically and

culturally other to my own religious tradition. Until my research in Chicago I had thought very

9
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little, during my academic study of religion, about the religious tradition that has shaped my own

experiences to date.

I grew up with my own ambiguous relationship to Catholicism. I am not a Cail',oti. by the

Church's standards. My parents had me baptized, but I never underwent confirmation. I have never

taken the Catholic Eucharist, nor have I been to confession. For most of my life I have attended

mass only sporadically, usually at holidays. At the same time, however,I did grow up and continue

to live well within the Catholic tradition. Most of my ancestors emigrated from Ireland and Italy

and brought their Catholici.sm with them. The ones from Germany, though they immigrated long

ago, were probably Catholic too. My grandmother grew up in the Italian community along Taylor

Street in Chicago as a second generation Sicilian American. I have heard that my grandfather's

father, an Irish Protestant, was beat up by my great-grandmother's brothers and subsequently

converted to Catholicism in order to marry their sister. Today Catholicism thrives in the language

of my grandparents, the space of my family's houses. It is propagated through my uncle, a Jesuit

priest. It swirled around me everyday in the parochial high school I attended- four years of

religion classes and mass every month in the gymnasium. I see it practiced in the families of most

of my friends from "back home," andl see it reflected in the very landscape of Northwest Indiana

where I grew up. I celebrate it on every holiday, wonder at it \ryhen I inadvertently cross myself on

airplanes, and am reminded of it whenever I look out my parent's kitchen window at the statue of

St. Francis next to the bird feeder in the back yard.

To study Catholicism then, for me, is to approach an academic study from a position neither

completely within nor completely apart from my topic of research. While this thesis is about

devotionalism in Mexican American communities, and is therefore still an encounter between

myself and an ethnic culture that I am not part of, it is also about my realization that there is a value

to examining those things that are close to home. I now believe that, especially in the study of

popular religion, one is well positioned if one starts with what is most immediate to one's own

experience and culture and works outward. Popular religion is, after all, þuman experience

embedded in human culture. Though I remain fascinated by the myriad of inspiring religious
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phenomena all over the world, and look forward to again engaging with some of them,I have come

to realize that my own ambiguous relationship to Catholicism makes for an interesting position

from which to look with a critical yet obviously not disinterested eye. This study, then, while

critical, is also an attempt to understand the potential of my own religious tradition. To examine

Catholicism academically is to finally re-approach the religion on my own terms, to identify space

within the large and varied tradition where cultural Catholics, including myself, might move, or

maybe even believe. In order to do this one must understand Catholicism as it exists among the

people who practice it.

A popular religion is comprised of a community of practitioners joined together under a

common denomination or title; its membership therefore depends in part upon terminology and

classification. But how does one sensitively and respectfully classify a Catholic or, for that matter,

any adherent to a well-established religious tradition? There are, after all, people who call

themselves Catholic but are not recognized.as such by the Church. Examples of this are the

practitioners of Vodou in Haiti and Santería in Cuba. Likewise, in the history of Catholicism, there

have been millions of colonized individuals who, though baptized Catholic, continued to follow

indigenous cosmologies (I briefly discuss this in terms of the Aztec situation in the next chapter).

Moreover, there is an extraordinary collection of religious rituals practiced by Catholic people that

are not condoned by the Church in Rome. In a religion as old, as popular, and as culturally diverse

as Catholicism, the problem of defîning who and what is Catholic seems particularly apparent. The

Catholic Church and popular Catholicism, though in constant dialogue and heavily dependent on

one another, are actually two very different things. In order to understand the dialectic interplay that

is popular Catholicism, I am interested in starting from the l'bottom" (in terms of the Church's

hierarchical structure), at the level of the individual who chooses to call himself or herself Catholic.

I am interested in examining, through image and ritual, the spaces that function religiously for such

an individual. This is, perhaps, a somewhat arbitrary approach toward a full understanding of who

or what is truly Catholic. Laying aside the idea of a "true" Catholicism, however, this approach
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allows one to take the most rituals, the most images, the most beliefs, the most pe ople, into

consideration.

This thesis is a close look at the rituals and images of a distinct Catholic community. It

traces the histories that have intersected in and imbued the spaces where Mexican Americans in

Chicago live right now. It considers the religious images that comprise these spaces, and the

religious rituals that catalyze much of the spaces' heterotopic potential, and dwells upon the

toppling of the sacred a¡d secular opposition within these heterotopias. Finally, it looks closely at

the image of Our Lady of Guadalupe, the prevalent Catholic symbol within all of Chicago's

Mexican American neighborhoods, turning briefly to the theory of Roland Barthes and Walter

Benjamin to better understand the popularity of the Guadalupe's cult and, subsequently, the

image's incredible symbolic potential. This thesis is my attempt to pay a full consideration to parts

of Catholicism that are neglected or at least simplified by the relatively monolithic doctrine of Rome,

and in doing so help myself and my readers reach a fuller, more dynamic understanding of the

religion. My hope is that the reader leaves this study wondering, if only slightly, at the potential for

creative deviations from the orthodox within the Catholic religion, or at least respecting the ability of

the religion's spaces to move and change.
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Chanter Two
An Intersection of Histories

Foucault contends in "On Other Spaces that "space itself has a history in'Western

experience, and it is not possible to disregard the fatal intersection of time with space" (22).

Several disparate histories intersect and merge in the geography of Chicago's Mexican American

neighborhoods; each tradition contributing something to the heterotopic spaces currently

inhabited by the immigrant community. A brief discussion of each of these histories is necessary

to closely establish the cultural context, geographically and temporally unique, of the sites of

interest to this thesis. Obviously, the religion that materializes in the churches and on the streets

of Pilsen and Little Village is, in some form, the continuation of the popular religious tráditions

brought by immigrants from Mexico. Again and again images and rituals in Pilsen replicate their

"authentic" Mexican counterparts. The devotional focuses of this paper are, however, distinctly

of a contemporary Chicago flavor; though most of these images and rituals are Mexican in

origin, r.ireir full significance in Pilsen cannot be understood without also considering the unique

position of the community outside Mexico. Their new location firmly ties devotees to the

ethnically varied history of immigrant Catholicism in Chicago, the century-old history of the

Mexican immigrant experience in Chicago, and the history of the space-- church and

neighborhood- that is the stage, often the focus, of this research.

I. Popular Religion in Mexico

The religious tradition that Mexican immigrants bring with them to Chicago has its own

long, rich a¡d varied history. Unlike most European forms of Catholicism, Mexican Catholicism

is still haunted by its one-time status as a tool of Spanish colonization. This lingering memory,
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coupled with older remnants of pre-Conquistador religious practices, has historically produced

interesting discrepancies between clerical and popular versions of the religion in the country.

Orlando O. Espín, in his essay "Popular Catholicism among Latinos,"r discusses the importance

of this distinction.

'When Cortés and his company of Spaniards arrived on Mexican soil in 1519, they found

an established Aztec political structure governing over a population of indigenous peoples. They

also found a thriving religious system among the tribes of people around Mexico City, and a

widely spoken language in Náhuatl. The subsequent Spanish conquest of the country, then,

became not only a militant and political suppression of the native peoples, but a cultural project

of replacing the indigenous languages with Spanish and the indigenous religious systems with

Catholicism.

The native population began to convert to Catholicism around 1521, after suffering huge

losses at a battle at Tlatelolco. Espín speculates that this had much to do with a native

worldview that saw success and failure in religious terms, and understood the Spanish victory to

be the victory of their Catholic God as well2. 'We must use the word "conversion" carefully here,

however, because though natives by the millions were baptized as Catholic during the first half

of the 16th century, they almost certainly continued to apply an indigenous religious ontology to

the Catholic dogma and symbols that evangelizing priests presented to them. Espín makes an

argument for this idea also, suggesting that there is substantial proof that natives in the 16th

century probably interpreted the Trinitarian Catholic doctrine in terms of their own categories of

masculine and feminine forms of a supreme god. The proof, he says, lies in their devotion to the

Virgin Mary. He writes:

I Orlando Espín. "Popular Catholicism among Latinos." Hispanic Catholic Culture in the U.S.: Issues and

Concerns,
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The Iberian devotion to Mary does not seem to have come across to the newly
converted with all the important doctrinal explanations and nuances that the
missionaries presented. What was heard by the natives (I would argue) was the
feminine form of the Christian high god3.

V/e find here the beginnings of a popular devotion to Mary that is very different in substance

from Marian honor in the clerical Catholicism brought to Mexico by the Spanish. This

distinction, between the Catholicism of the people, the Indians and the mestizos of mixed-

ancestry, and that of the religious authority in Mexico, has persisted over the centuries. Mestizo

Catholicism, in addition to carrying the characteristic intensity of its Marian emphasis, has

retained traceable remnants of its non-Catholic indigenous predecessor. In this it has always

pulled against the heavy Vatican influence of its clerical counterpart.

It seems the antiauthoritarian, or at least anti-colonial dimension of popular Catholicism

was pregnant with political potential. Espín notes that, in the Mexican independence movement

of the 19th century,

. . The bearers of official Catholicism had usually become the main pillars of
Spain's colonial rule (and therefore, inimical to the anticolonial forces). The other
strand of Catholicism, the popular version that the ecclesiastical and social elites
so deplored, was the religion of the independentists (or at least openly allied with
them)4.

Though post-independence popular Catholicism became more established and "acceptable,"

elements of popular religion in Mexico have continued over the last century to function as both

ethnic and political symbols for Ia raza, orthe mestizo people. Mexican Catholicism, though

historically introduced as part of the Spanish colonization, has become indelibly tied both to the

2Ibid. p. 3zt
3Ibid. pp. 328-29
4 mia. p. :31.
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indigenous roots of the mestizo identity and to the political and social struggles of the

disempowered individual. We should keep all of this in mind later in this thesis, and consider

carefully Espín's assertion early in his essay that "popular Catholicism is the manner in and

through which most U.S. Latinos are Catholic" s

II. Our Lady of Guadalupe in Mexico

In December of the year 1531, Juan Diego traveled on foot to a mass in
the village of Tlatilolco, near Mexico City. Named Cuauhtlatohua in hís native
language of Náhuatl, Diego was a native Mexican. He was also a recent convert
to the newly imported Catholic faith. On thís December afternoon Diego passed
near the base of a hill called Tepeyac, the former site of one of the largest shrines
in the Aztec world. The shrine had been dedicated to Tonontzán, goddess of
fertility and primary female deity in the Aztec pantheon.

As he walked past the hill Diego heard avoice calling him affectionately,
as Juanito, then speaking to him in hís natíve tongue. He climbed the hill to
investigate and encountered a girl of about fourteen wíth brown skin and black
hair. She wore a simple tilma in the style of Juan Diego and other Indians in the
region. The girl identified herself to Juan Diego as the Virgin Mary. She
instructed him to travel to the bishop in Mexico City, Juan de Zummaraga, and
convey her request that a temple be built in her honor upon Tepeyac.

Diego did as he was told. The bishop listened to his request, translated
into Spanish, but dismissed him, telling him only to retum at a later date. Diego
walked back to the hill, met the apparítion of the girl once again, and relayed to
her the bíshop's response. The girl instructed him to return the to bíshop with the
same request the following day. Juan Diego dutifully retutned to the bishop who,
admiring his persistence, listened to his request closely and with interest but stíIl
encouraged the Indian to return with some sorr of proof of hís experience. Diego
then returned once again to the lady on the híll, who instructed him to come back
one more time the next day.

When the next day came, however, an uncle of Juan Diego's had grown
deathly ill and asked his nephew to fetch a priest to confess him. Diego set out to
do this, skirtíng around Tepeyac in hopes of avoiding the Virgin until his taskfor
his uncle was complete. The Virgin found hirn, however, and descended the hiU to
where he was walking. When the frightened man explained his situation to her
she reassured him that his uncle would recover, and explaíned that thereþre he
should still bring to the bishop the pro:of he requested. She then instructed Diego
to climb Tepeyac to the place where she had initially appeared to him, and to pick
the roses that he found growing there. Though it was the month of December,

5luio. p. lt:
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Juan found Roses of Castille in full bloom atop the hill. He gathered the roses
into his cactus cloth tilma and brought them down to the Virgin. She arranged
them in the folds of the tilma and told him to take the roses to the bishop, as t.hey

would provide the proof he required.
Diego traveled to the bishop's residence with the roses still secure in his

cloak. When he finally gained admittance to the inner chambers he knelt beþre
the bishop, explained his last encounter, then stood and opened his cloak. The
roses toppled to the floor and an image of the Virgin, just as she had appeared to
Juan Diego, suddenly appeared on the cloth of his tilma. All those present fell to
their knees at the site of the miracle, and soon thereafter a church was built upon
the hill of Tepeyac. The shrine of the churchwas eventually named Our lndy of
Guadalupe, after a small image discovered in a Spanísh province of Estremadura
two hundred years earlier.

The miraculous creation, or acheiropoietos, of the image known as Our Lady of

Guadalupe, is perhaps the best-loved and most often-repeated narrative in Mexican Catholicism.

In fact the story of popular religion in Mexico is best exemplified through the history of devotion

to Our Lady of Guadalupe in the country. Our Lady of Guadalupe is well known as the most

honored image in Mexico. Devotion to Nuestra Madre began soon after the initial conversions

of indigenous people by the Spaniards, and has thrived over the centuries to the present, and

across geography to incorporate every state in Mexico. Indeed Guadalupean devotion has spread

around the world in the twentieth century, and has stood out as a particularly powerful element

of Mexican American devotion in the United States. In this thesis I will examine her

significance among Mexican Catholics in Chicago in depth, as she is often the focal point of

their image and ritual. It is therefore important to pause and consider the history of popular

religion in Mexico in as far as it is manifest through the history of her image.

The years immediately following the appearance of Our Lady of Guadalupe brought an

unprecedented wave of Catholic conversion among the native population. Between 1532 and
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1538, eight million natives were baptized in Mexico6. Despite the popularity of the image at the

level of laity and local clergy, and the obvious role it played in the conversion of the indigenous

population, Church authorities for the first century following it's appearance were ambivalent

about the image's authenticity. It was not until 1660 that the Church officially declared

Guadalupe to be an apparition of the Virgin Mary. As time passed, Rome could not continue to

hesitate over an image honored by so many of its new members; in 1754 Pope Benedict XIV

declared Guadalupe "Patroness and Protectress of Mexico."

Over the 470 years since her appearance, the image of Guadalupe has been attributed

with countless miracles, on both the personal and the national scale. The first miracles credited

to the image were the healing of Juan Diego's uncle and the resurrection of another Indian,

mortally wounded, both in December of 1531. In 1629 the image was both officially and

popularly credited with saving Mexico from further devastation in a flood which, before the

archbishop removed the image from her alter and rowed it to Mexico City to assist the situation,

killed 30,000 Indians and almost 20,000 Spaaish familiesT. ln 1737 Our Lady of Guadalupe was

similarly credited with saving the Mexican people from the ravishes of a mysterious and horrible

plague. These broad interventions are accompanied by the thousands of personal miracles that

the faithful attribute to the grace of Guadalupe.

The remarkable perseverance of the image itself is yet another of its miraculous

attributes. Both the paint of the image's paint and the tilma upon which it appears have

mysteriously resisted the deteriorating effects of time; the exception to this being the golden

rays, trim and stars, thefleur-de-lís on the robe, and the bottom third of the painting-all of

6 Jody Brandt Smith. The Image of Guadatupe. p. 11.
7 Sister Simone Watson, O.S.B. The Cutt of Our Lady of Guadatupe. p. 5l
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which are later human additionss. Furthermore, the image is reported to have emerged unscathed

from nitric acid spilled upon its cloth and, as recently as 1921, from a bomb planted directly

below the painting that shattered its marble alter and twisted the crucifix directly above it.

According to reports, not even the glass protecting the image was damaged.

Aside from the miraculous attributes of Our Lady of Guadalupe, her cult in Mexico has

based itself largely upon the image as a symbol of the mestizo people or, traditionally, the

disempowered natives of the country. Among other pet names, she is popularly referred to as la

morenita or "the dark one," because of her black hair and the olive tones of her skin. There are

those who still associate her with the Aztec goddess Tonontzán. Many more understand her as

the protectress of the colonized Indian because of her indigenous features-- both complexion and

costume-- and because of the Náhuatl language that she used in addressing Juan Diego. This

association of Guadalupe with the people has moved the image again and again into the realm of

secular political and social movements in Mexico. Don Miguel Flidalgo carried her painting as

he proclaimed Mexico's independence. She has graced the Mexican flag and was raised by

Emilio Z^pata during the country's revolution. Her image has crossed the Mexican border to

function as a symbol for the welfare of la raza in the United States; César Chavez carried her

during the Delano grape strike for Mexican migrant labor rights in California.

Today in Mexico the cult of Guadalupe remains, on a national level, the most popular

form of Catholic devotion. By 1978 an average of 15,000 people daily were visiting her shrine

in the outskirts of Mexico Cirye. Her novenaDecember 3rd through lzth (anine day feast

celebrating the occasion of her appearance), is among the country's most popular religious

celebrations. The feast is characterized by pilgrims arriving at the image's shrine from all over

8 smith. p.95
e Victor Turner. Image and Ritual in Christian Culture. p.77
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Mexico and indeed the world; a priest I spoke with in Chicago, formerly stationed in Mexico,

recounted to me the yearly experience of accompanying some ninety youth of his parish in

chicken buses as they participated in an extended torch relay to the shrinero. In his essay "The

Undocumented Virgin," Rúben Martínez recounts his first trip to the image's shrine:

I came expecting to see a lot of grandmothers with crinkled faces and long white
braids, but mostly the pilgrims are young: teenage rocker types in leather jackets

carrying ghetto blasters with stickers of Metallica and Nirvana right next to la
Virgen's tl 

.

The cult of Guadalupe remains an integral part of social and political life in Mexico as well.

Catholics and non-Catholics alike refer to themselves as Guadalupanos. Even the previous

political party in the country, the overtly anti-Catholic PRI, still displayed their respect for the

imager2. The Virgin of Guadalupe, like other sources of popular Catholic devotion in Mexico,

readily functions both inside and outside of the church. She remains a prominent image in the

landsðape of contemporary Mexican ethnic communities, whether they are located in Mexico

City or Chicago.

III. Immigrant Catholics in Chicago

The Mexican American community at the center of this study represents the most recent

wave of immigrants to a city with a long and rich history or immigration. To speak of Chicago

Catholicism is necessarily to speak of dozens if not hundreds of ethnic variations on Catholicism

meeting each other in a tight urban environment over the last two centuries. Catholic history in

Chicago therefore includes the history of ethnically-oriented, or national, parishes within ghettos,

and the ethnographic transitions of many of these parishes as the populations of their

t0 Rev. Matthew Foley, personal interview, 12 July 2000.
It Rúben Martínez. "The Undocumented Virgin." Goddess of the Americas. pp. 106-07
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neighborhoods changed, with older immigrant groups gradually spreading throughout the city

and more recent populations flooding in to take their places. The spatial transition prompted by

waves of immigration is evident in the existing art work of many Chicago churches, where older

Western European saints and Madonnas (part of original church architecture) are now juxtaposed

against more recent images of their Eastern European and Latin American counterparts. Catholic

history in Chicago also includes the history of archdiocesan attempts to understand and

successfully deal with / minister to the influx of Catholic immigrants to Chicago. These

approaches span from the "Americanization" efforts of Archbishop George Cardinal Mundelein

(archbishop from 1915 to tg3g),through his discouragement of ethnic parishes in lieu of newer

territorial onesn to the substantially more ethnically-sensitive agenda of Archbishop George.

Furthermore, Chicago Catholic history includes the history of Catholic migration to the suburbs,

with the dissolution of traditional neighborhoods after WWII and the inevitable closing of church

doors in the city itself. At the same time, however, it includes too the history of the Catholic

population across the archdiocese shifting from a Protestant-suppressed minority to a current

membership of 2.3 million people, or 4IVo of the area's total populationr3, with the archdiocese

boasting 378 parishes, almost a thousand priests, and the largest Catholic school system in the

United States.

All these versions of Chicago Catholic history, of course, are created by the long

sequence of immigrants arriving into the city. The first influx of Catholics into Chicago,

comprising of immigrants from Germany and Ireland, occurred near the beginning of the lgth

century. The city's first parish, Old St. Mary, was established in 1833. Throughout the 1800s

Chicago also hosted the arrival of substantial Catholic populations from France, Poland and

tt Rev. James Miller, personal interview, I I July 2000.
13 Archdiocese of Chicago. "About the Archdiocese." Online Homepage for the ArchdiÒcese of Chicago
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Bohemia. By the end of the 19th century the lrish had acclimated particularly well in America,

and an extraordinarily large number of young Irish men had joined the clergy. By 1900 two-

thirds of all American Bishops were of Irish ancestryra.

These recently empowered Irish clergy found themselves ministering to the wave of

Italian immigrants that arrived in Chicago in the late l9th and early 20th centuries. The Italians

arrived with a vengeance during this period-- between 1890 and 1920 the population of first

generation Italians living in Chicago increased by over 10007o to 59,000t5-- and most were from

the poor Mezzogiorno region in the south of Italy. These immigrants brought with them a

Catholic tradition that worried the clergy, who accused them of pagan-like festivals, excessive

veneration of their saints and Madonnas, and a prévalent attitude of anti-clericalism. Cardinal

Mundelein's Americanizing agenda, it should be noted, came as an initial response to this wave

of new immigrants. The frustrating attempts of Irish clergy to minister to.these immigrants

eventually led, however, to the importation of priests from the Italian Scalabrini order, and a new

realization of the importance of cultural sensitivity to successful ministry.

During the twentieth century European immigration to Chicago lightened considerably,

and as the first generations gave way to the second and third, more and more parishes served

ethnically-mixed populations and began offering masses in English rather than the languages of

their founders. Notable exceptions to this dismantling of ethnic base, however, quickly became

evident. The first exception was (and continues to be) the continuation of a steady influx of

Polish immigrants and refugees to Chicago throughout the twentieth century, in flight from less-

than-tolerable conditions brought on under the Communist government and lingering still. \ryith

readily available industrial jobs that appealed to these Poles, Chicago was known as "American

ra Dolores Liptak. Immigrants and their Church. p.62.
15 Archdiocese of Chicago. "Appendix." Archdiocese of Chicago Archives. pp. 548-49.
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Warsaw" throughout the 1900st6. Today there are still forty-two churches in the Chicago

archdiocese offering at least one weekly mass in Polish.

IV. The Mexican American Community in Chicago

Joining and greatly surpassing the arrival of Poles in the twentieth century are immigrants

from Latin America, particularly Mexico. Also attracted to the Midwest and particularly

Chicago by the availability of industrial work, the Mexican American population has risen

through the twentieth century from a couple of thousand individuals in 1920 to 255,000 in

1980t7. According to a recent article in the Chicago Tribune, today there are approximately

931,000 Hispanics, mostly of Mexican descent,living in cook countyrs. This flow of

population from Mexico remains steady; in 1997 9,585 immigrants from Mexico received

permanent resident status from the Immigration and Naturalization Service (compared to 4,314

from Poland)re, and this of course does not include the many illegal immigrants that also call

Chicago home. Chicago currently has the 3rd largest population of Hispanics in tt 
" 

United

States; Hispanics represent 337o of Chicago Catholics, and it is estimated that they will constitute

half the Catholic population in Chicago and the entire Midwestern United States within twenty

years2o.

David Barillo traces the Mexican experience in the Midwest in the first half of the

century in his in-depth contribution to the bookMexican Americans and the Catholic Church,

1900-1965. The first Mexicans arrived in the Midwestern United States soon after the outbreak

of the Mexican Revolution in 1910, and there was a steady influx of immigrants from Mexico

t6Liptak. p. l15
17 Archdiocese of Chicago. "Appendix." pp. 550, 552.
r8 Frank James. "Hispanic, Asian-American numbers surge in IJ.S." Chicago Tribune,30 August 2000. Sec. 1, p.5
te lbid.
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during the 1920s. New lines of transportation to urban centers like chicago and Detroit made for

easy access, and there was ready work available all along the Great Lakes industrial belt during

this period. chicago was especially appealing because of its wealth of jobs in the railway'

meatpacking, and steel industries. FurthefÏnore, Midwestern employers were eager to employ

the arriving Mexicans as part of a more heterogeneous work force, one that would be less

inclined to labor activism2r.

Most of these Mexican immigrants came from the heavily-Catholic mesa central region

in the interior of Mexico, particularly from the states of Michoacán, Jalisco and Guanajuato.

When they arrived in Chicago they found a Catholic church structure already divvied up into

tight ethnic components, with entire neighborhoods often defined by the boundaries of their

national parishes22. These new immigrants soon settled into their own coÍlmunities' or barrios'

usually in some proximity to their places of employment. During the first half of the century

there were three substantial barrios in Chicago: the Near'West Side, South Chicago (near the

steel mills), and the Back of the Yards section of the Packingtown district'

unlike European immigrant groups that had arrived earlier, the Mexican population in

chicago encountered a church initially unwilling to grant them much cultural consideration' The

Archdiocese of chicago was under the jurisdiction of Archbishop Mundelein who, between 1916

and Ig2g,commissioned forty-two parishes, only nine of them national' Though the Mexican

immigrant community would eventually be the recipient of two of these parishes' the first

ministry to arrive in the new barrios actually came from Protestant denominations, including the

presbyterians, who set up missions offering social services as well as religious opportunities' By

20 Paulo Braga "Without church walls, word carries further." Chicago Tribune,l l August 2000' Sec. l, pp.l-z.

2r David Barillo. "The Catholic Church and the Making of Mexican-American Parish Communities in

Mexican Americans and the Catholic Church, 1900- 1965' P. 238

22 rbid. p.239
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the mid-1920s the archdiocese began to acknowledge, despite Mundelein's agenda, that

Mexicans were not readily accepted into the already-existing national parishes near their

barrios23. This, coupled with the threat of Protestant evangelization, prompted Archbishop

Mundelein to commission the first and second Mexican national parishes in Chicago. Our Lady

of Guadalupe parish, on the far south side, was opened in l924and moved to a bigger building in

1928. The parish was established with the help of a $12,000 donation from the president of U.S.

Steel, on behalf of his Mexican employees. ln 1927 the archdiocese also reopened St. Francis of

Assisi (first a German, then an Italian parish) on the near West Side as a Mexican national

parish. By 1930 both parishes offered seÍnons in Spanish and had heavy mass attendance.

Through the 1930s and the war years Mexican immigration leveled off somewhat.

Though still a substantial community, Mexican Americans in Chicago had little voice in the

Catholic Church. There were few ethnic Mexican priests, and those that were ministering in

Chicago were usually temporary. Both St. Francis of Assisi and Our Lady of Guadalupe were

run by the Claretian Missionary Fathers, a religious order originating in Spain. Though these

Claretians spoke Spanish and thus made Mexican American ministry their focus, they were

largely ignorant of Mexican culture. Also, until the late 1940s there remained only two national

parishes, which meant that many Mexican Americans had to travel some distance to attend mass

with members of their ethnic community.

In the 1950s and 60s immigration to Chicago from Mexico skyrocketed again, and at a

time when immigration levels from other countries were dropping off. Also during this period

employment levels decreased in both meat packing and the railroad, which meant that the

Mexicans living in the vicinity of these industries were forced to look elsewhere in the city for

23 lbid: p.256.
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\ /ork (the same thing would happen to the steel industry in south Chicago in the 1970s)' Urban

renewal and the construction of new highways, along with the construction of university of

Illinois Chicago, north of Roosevelt Road on the near west side, forced many Mexican

Americans living in the area to move to neighborhoods to the west and the south. Immediately

to the south of the old barrio on the near West Side, stretching west, are the neighborhoods of

Pilsen and Little Village. The Mexican American population began to gfow in these

neighborhoods during the late 1950s and increased dramatically in the 1960s' By 1970 the

Pilsen-Little Village area had become the largest barrio in the Midwestz'

The Chicago archdiocese has been erratic in its approach to the cultural ministry of its

Mexican American population during the 20th century. In 1946 Archbishop Stritch lent support

to a Bishop's Committee project to provide social services to Mexican American migrants and

language and cultural training to non-Hispanic clergy2s. In the 1960s the Bishop's committee in

. 
chicago devoted substantial attention to the Delano grape strikes, though perhaps directing that

same attention away from the Mexican American population within their archdiocese' Also in

the 1960s and 70s Archbishop Cody rqected the request of Rev' Alberto Gallegos and another

priest to serve in Hispanic parishes, as well as the 1973 request of the comité Guadalupano for a

bishop trained in Hispanic ministry. This request was finally granted in the 1980s with the

appointment of Claretian Plácido Rodriguez as an auxiliary bishop26'

In his essay 
..The Emergence of an Identity among Latino Catholics: An Appraisal,"

Anthony Stevens-Arroyo writes that the "years since 1965, which marked a decline in ethnic

consciousness for most Euro-American Catholics, have produced a much keener sense of

2o Ibid. p. 288. r _r:_
zi Anthony Stevens-Arroyo. "The Emergence of an Identity among T¿tino Catholics: An Appraisal '" Hispanic

ôathotic Cuttuie in the U'S': lssues and Concems' pp' 95-96'
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awareness of ethnic Hispanic-Latino identity"u. On the national level this awareness was

recognized by the Catholic Church with the First National Hispano Pastoral Encounter in 1972,

at which a new church ideology was discussed, in which 'Justice required a proportionate

representation for Latinos within the power structure of U.S. Catholicism" 28. It is difficult to say

with what willingness the Chicago archdiocese has subscribed to this ideology throughout the

1980s and 90s. However there is some evidence that today, under the authority of Archbishop

George, steps are being taken to import Mexican clergy and increase cultural sensitivity within

Mexican American Catholic ministry. The archdiocese is well aware of the current status of

Chicago's ethnic demographics, and has realized that acknowledging the culture of its newest

members is necessary for the institution's survival. 117 of the churches in the Chicago

archdiocese now offer weekly mass in Spanish, and in the last year Archbishop George has

established an active relationship with Mexico City Cardinal Norberto Rivero Carrera. Carrera

traveled to Chicago in 1999 and George visited Carrera in Mexico City for the novena of

Guadalupe in December of 2000. The men have made plans to import Mexican clergy for

extended stays in Chicago. It remains to be seen, however, how far Archbishop George and the

Chicago Archdiocese will go in allowing Mexican culture and popular religion to permeate

Chicago Catholicism.

V. Background on CommunitY SPace

The several histories traced above, that of popular Catholicism in Mexico, of immigrant

Catholicism in Chicago, and of the Mexican American community in Chicago, all intersect in

26 Moisés Sandoval. .,The organization of a Hispanic Church." Hispanic Catholic Culture in the U.S.: Issues and

Concerns. P. 153.

'Anthony Stevens-Arroyo. P' 80.
28lbid. p. 1il.
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Pilsen and Little Village, the space at the focus of this thesis. Pilsen is located on the near west

side of the city, and begins just a few blocks from the Dan Ryan Expressway. It follows

Cermack Road west, and is bordered to the south by the south branch of the Chicago River. It

spreads north to about l6th Street. The geographical heart of the Pilsen community is near l8th

and Ashland Avenue. In the year 2000 Pilsen is a bustling neighborhood, full of coÍrmerce as

well as housing, worn with poverty around the edges but showing an evident sense of community

pride. The neighborhood is plagued by gang activity, but is also home to art galleries and the

Mexican Fine Arts Center Museum. The large majority of residents in Pilsen are Hispanic, and

the large majority of these Hispanics are of Mexican decent. Spanish is the only language

spoken at most of the community's businesses and in most public spaces.

Little Village stretches as an extension to the west and slightly to the south of Pilsen,

along 26th Street. Its boundaries are less clearly delineated, but it is contained with certainty to

the west by the city's border with Cicero. Little Village appears as a slightly less established

community than Pilsen, though it is also full of people and business. Though Little Village, like

Pilsen, haS a Mexican population as its sizable majority, it also has a notable African American

population.

The greater Pilsen neighborhood grew rapidly after the Chicago fire of 1871, largely

because new fire codes limited inexpensive frame construction to the west side of the Chicago

Rivefe. At the turn of thg century a primarily Bohemian population inhabited the

neighborhood; in 1895 Chicago was home to the third largestCzech community in the world,

after Prague and Vienna. Many of the churches in Pilsen were built around rù/orld War I and

therefore served as Bohemian-Czech national parishes. Polish immigrants started arriving to

" Rev. Charles W. Niehaus, personal interview, 12 July 2000.
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Chicago en masse, and to the Pilsen neighborhood in particular, around World War II. Several

of the area's churches opened during this period as Polish national parishes. Around the same

time the Czechcommunity continued to move west, out of Pilsen and into the immediate suburb

of Cicero. For this reason the El train west from Pilsen was known for many years as the

"Bohemian Zephyr."

Though the first Mexican immigrants moved to Pilsen in the 1950s, the neighborhood's

churches did not change to accompany them until the 1960s. St. Pius V parish offered the area's

first Spanish mass in 1963, though only in the church's basement. Today, however, every

church in the area offers mass as well as a wide range of services in both Spanish and English.

According to one Pilsen priest's estimate, ninety-five percent of his church's parishioners share a

Hispanic ethnicity3O. This estimate likely holds for most of the neighborhood's churches.

However, according to the estimate of another priest in the neighborhood, less then ten percent

of the residents of Pilsen attend mass on a regular basis3l.

Today Pilsen is an extraordinarily young community, with a median age near twenty32. It

continues to receive a steady stream of immigrants, both documented and undocumented. Such

immigrants often replace older more naturalized residents, who eventually leave the community

to settle other places. Most of the immigrants to Pilsen arrive from rural areas of Mexico, and

many of the young men in the neighborhood opt to seek employment over higher education.

One young woman I spoke with estimated that less than twenty percent of men from the

community attend college, though the percentage for women is actually higher. Despite the

tendency of Pilsen residents to eventually leave the neighborhood, the community has worked to

put down roots for the last few years, and has recently begun to gain something of a political

s Rev. Pedro Rodriguez, personal interview, 26 July 2000.
3r Rev. John J. Keehan, personal interview, 26 July 2000.
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voice. A decade ago all of the area's politicians came from Taylor Street to the north, from what

traditionally has been Chicago's largest Italian neighborhood. In the last five years, however, a

political base has developed within the Pilsen community itself. Many of these new Mexican

American initiates into local politics actually began as young policemen within the community33.

There are currently seven Catholic churches in the Pilsen neighborhood and six in Little

Village. One of the Little Village parishes, Blessed Sacrament, is at the edge of the

neighborhood and ministers to a predominately African American population. The rest of the

churches in both neighborhoods minister predominately to Hispanic members, and all offer

masses in both Spanish and English. Five of these churches also offer at least one mass a week

in a third language: three in Polish, one in Croatian and one in Slovak. In all five cases this third

language represents the native tongue of the church's founding ethnic group. In all but one

instance, the priests I talked to confirmed that masses held in these third languages were sparsely

attended, usually by no more than fifteen or twenty people. Most people attending third-

language masses are elderly parishioners who have either remained in the community for

decades or commute to church from newer residences outside of the community. Following are

brief descriptions of the churches at the focus of this paper:

St. Agnes

St. Agnes of Bohemia parish (or, until recently, Blessed Agnes) is located on Central

Park Avenue, in the eastern part of Little Village. The church changed its name recently from

Blessed.Agnes, once its namesake was canonized. The primary pastor as of July 2000 was Rev.

Matthew Foley, a young, toughlooking priest who had recently returned from a six year ministry

32Ibid.
33lbid.
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in Guerrero, Mexico. The church was founded as a Bohemian parish in 1904. Today it offers

five Sunday masses in Spanish and two in English.

Our Lady of Tepeyac

Our Lady of Tepeyac parish was founded in 1990 as a joining of the Polish St. Casmir

parish and the Bohemian St. Ludmilla parish. The new name reflects its now primarily Mexican

parishioners. The church itself (formerly St. Casmir) is on Whipple St. near the center of Little

Village. The head pastor, Rev. James Miller, has been with the parish since its inception ten

years ago. Our Lady of Tepeyac still offers a Sunday mass in Polish, though only at 7:30 AM. It

also offers one mass in English and two in Spanish every Sunday.

St. Pius V

St. Pius V is located on Ashland Avenue in Pilsen; the parish's head priest is Rev.

Charles V/. Dahm. The parish was established in 1874 and originally ministered to a primarily

Irish population, though it is actually the only parish in the neighborhood established as

territorial. Today it offers mass in both Spanish and English and, like many of the churches in

the Pilsen / Little Village area, also runs an adjacent parochial school. The interior of this church

has some of the most elaborate artwork of the neighborhood churches, most within shrines along

the walls of the main space. Across the street from Pius V, an immense wall mural of Juan

Diego with Our Lady of Guadalupe towers over a laundromat.
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St. Procopius

St. Procopius, established in 1875, was originally a Bohemian parish. The church is

located on Allport Street, in what used to be the heart of Pilsen's Czech community. In fact a

Czech printing press serving the entire United States was at one time located two doors down

from St. Procopius. The church is currently staffed by the Jesuit order; the head pastor is Rev.

Tim Howe, though his assistant Rev. Charles W. Niehaus was carrying out most ministerial

functions in the summer of 2000. St. Procopius offers two Sunday masses in English and five in

Spanish. The last Czech mass was canceled about ten years ago, though between five and ten

ethnic Czechs still attend weekly mass at the church. St. Procopius is also home to the United

States shrine of Our Lady of San Juan de los Lagos.

St. Paul

St. Paul's parish was established as a German parish in 1876. Located on west 22nd

Place in south-central Pilsen, the church is now staffed by the Claretian order of priests. The

head priest at St. Paul's is Rev. Pedro Rodriguez. Before working at St. Paul's, Fr. Rodriguez

was the director of the Hispanic Apostles under Chicago's last archbishop, Archbishop Joseph

Cardinal Bernadine. Today Fr. Rodriguez is widely respected by the area's clergy as an expert

on Mexican immigrant issues, and it was hinted to me that he was somewhat of a radical, at one

point even having his phone line tapped by the Immigration Service. The interior space of St.

Paul's is the most European of all the churches discussed here. The church offers Sunday mass

in both Spanish and English.
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St. Ann

St. Ann's parish, on south Leavitt Street on the north side of Pilsen, is the smallest of the

churches sampled here. The church itself is located on the first floor of a two story brick

building; the second floor is home to St. Ann's elementary school. Two priests, Rev. John J.

Keehan and Rev. Louis J.Zake, staff the parish. Founded in 1903 as a Polish parish, St. Ann's

now offers two Sunday masses in English, two in Spanish and one in Polish.

St. Adalbert

St. Adalbert's parish, on west 17th Street in the heart of Pilsen, was founded as a Polish

parish in l874and was, at one time, among the largest Polish churches in the archdiocese. It is

probably the largest church space in Pilsen. About 200 Polish Americans still attend mass at St.

Adalbert's every Sunday (though only about 20 of these people still live in the neighborhood).

The church offers one Sunday mass in Polish, one in English, and two in Spanish. St. Adalbert's

is the only church in the area to still emphasize a tri-lingual and multicultural ministry; the

church bulletin is completely tri-lingual and all special masses are offered in three languages.

The head priest at St. Adalbert's is Rev. James T. Kaczorowski, and Rev. Alejandro Garrido

assists him in many ministerial functions.

St. Francis of Assisi

Aside from the churches within the Pilsen and Little Village communities,I decided to

include in my research the two churches in the Chicago archdiocese that were established as

Mexican national parishes. Due to their overt cultural orientation, these churches offer valuable

information independent of their locations. The first of these churches is St. Francis of Assisi, on
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Roosevelt Road and Newberry Avenue. Though established by Germans in 1853 and later

patronized by Italians, St. Francis of Assisi attracted some of the earliest Mexican immigrants to

Chicago and was the first church in the area both to become a Mexican national parish and to

offer a Spanish mass. Today, though now located in a predominantly African American

neighborhood, it is still well-attended by Hispanic families from all over Chicago, many of

whom remember it as their first church in the States. It is a large heavily-decorated space that is

an intensely cultural emphasis. It is a particularly popular space for weddings, baptisms, etc..

Today it is run by Rev. Donald J. Nevins and Rev. Harold Fisher. It offers five masses on

Sundays, all in Spanish.

Our Lady of Guadalupe

The second church I focused on independent of its location is Our Lady of Guadalupe, on

91st ànd Brandon Streets in south Chicago. Though Our Lady of Guadalupe is quite far from

downtown Chicago and the rest of my research area (with an actual location much closer to

Northwest Indiana than the Chicago Loop), it was the first church in the city founded as an

ethnically Mexican parish, and was the first church oriented toward Hispanics in the entire

Midwestern United States. Today the neighborhood in which the church is located is ethnically

mixed and, though it still shows the wear of massive steel lay-offs in recent decades, it also

shows recent signs of rejuvenatory efforts. Our Lady of Guadalupe currently has 2400 people

from all over Chicago attending its Sunday masses. The church also houses the national shrine

to St. Jude, the patron saint of hopeless causes. The head priest is Rev. James Maloney. The

parish offers three Sunday masses in English and five in Spanish.
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The churches listed above, their space, their clergy and their parishioners, are central to

this thesis. After an initial and somewhat disappointing trip to the Chicago archdiocese archives

in June, my summer's research consisted of visiting these churches, studying their space (statues,

images, windows, etc.) and interviewing their clergy. I found the clergy at many of these

churches to be particularly helpful, both in providing experiential information and in offering up

interesting perspectives on both the Catholicism of the populous and that of the archdiocese.

These priests seem to (and many feel as if they) exist in a sort of tense position between the

predominantly Mexican parishioners they interact with everyday, and the bureaucratic structure

of the archdiocese they work beneath. Aside from studying space and chatting with priests, I

talked with lay people I encountered, attended masses and fiestas, novenas, or other celebrations,

and did a fair amount of wandering around the neighborhoods themselves, getting a sense of the

interaction of sacred and secular spaces. While at home I poured over secondary material, much

of which I had acquired from these clergy (many of whom, I might add, seemed to have a

particular interest in my topic of research). The following chapters are filled with the substance

of my summer's research.
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Chapter Three

Image and the Dialectic of Sacred and Secular Spaces

OnawalkthroughPilsenorLittleVillage,oneisapttoencounterspace'whetheritbe

architecture, store windows, advertisements or street signs, shaped by any of the several histories

that conjoin in these neighborhoods. This is, to some extent' true throughout chicago; every

block in the city has witnessed a succession of inhabitants and undoubtedly changed at the hands

of each one. In one sense a neighborhood's space is an archeological site; its history best

understood by pulling back layers of construction, much as one might strip layers of wallpaper to

admire the patterns uncovered, each mors antique than the last' In another Sense' however' a

neighborhood's space is defiant of history, allowing ghosts to linger through their creations'

The spaces now occupied and maintained by chicago's Mexican American community

afeopentobothoftheseinterpretations.Thegeographyoftheseneighborhoodsreflectsboth

traces of older immigrant cultures and the Mexican landscape native to most of its current

inhabitants. The Spaces' volatile, heterotopic potential, however' awakens only through the

encounter with community in the present, as each spatial component begins to function based on

interaction with its inhabitants. For these inhabitants the images comprising the space of their

community, those that they adopted, brought with them, or created upon arrival' are critical' Not

onlydotheseimagesfunctionsymbolicallyonbehalfoftheircommunity,theydosoreflecting

their determinant status, their provocative capability, their awareness of their own symbolic

potential.ManyoftheseheterotopicpointsareCatholic,havingapriorreligioussignificance

assigned to them by their creators / inhabitants and, in many cases' the Church' Once the

heterotopic potential of a religious space is realized, however, that space slips out of a strictly

rerigious function and in doing so topples any remaining dichotomy between sacréd and secular.

This chapter considers the dynamic functions, within both theological and cultural contexts, of

some of the religious images that make up the space of Mexican American communities'

ThefirstthingonenoticesuponenteringaMexicanAmericanchurchistheabundanceof
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visual stimuli. Faces seem to stare out from ever nook and cranny; more often than not these

religious statues and paintings are adorned with colorful clothing, flowers, and other details to

grab the eye's attention. Sitting in the pews, a person's gaze gravitates toward any and every

corner of the room. One is compelled by shrines that are at eye-level, statues that are touchable,

close to the pews. Moreover the attention of churchgoers seems evenly distributed between the

shrines and statues flanking the space, rather than monopolized by any commanding presence at

the main alter. This abundance of visual religion is not necessarily contained to the space of the

church, either. Many parishes have gift shops from which devotees may take a variety of smaller

replicas of the church's images out into the community. Likewise, at groceries and other secular

businesses, one may purchase inexpensive devotional candles and other religious memorabilia to

bring into either the church or the home. It is not unusual to find images from the church

replicated in the public spaces of the surrounding neighborhood. This abundance of imagery,

along with the fluidity with which similar images fill both sacred and secular spaces in the

neighborhood, can tell us a great deal about dynamic functions of popular Cath.olicism in the

community.

I. Parish Space

The use of space within the Mexican American churches of Chicago indicates a great

deal about the priorities of the immigrant community that fills the parishes. Rev. Matt Foley, of

St. Agnes parish, pointed out to me that immigration from the Catholic landscape of Mexico to

the Protestant landscape of the United States is a visual culture shockr. 'When many Mexican

immigrants arive in Chicago, hundreds of miles from any semblance of a Catholic mainstream

culture, their priority to space functions on two levels. First, they are interested in establishing a

visual Catholicism in a new environment that is strangely urban and coldly secular. Second, they

are interested in securing within their new churches images which aÍe not only Catholic but

I Foley, personal interview
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which are specifically Mexican Catholic, and thus are familiar, already functional in the lives of

many of the parishioners, and representative of the unique theological tilt of Mexican popular

Catholicism.

In order better to understand the spatial priorities of Mexican American Catholics in

Chicago, let us first consider the two churches that the archdiocese established as Mexican

national parishes, and then examine the churches of Pilsen. When one enters Our Lady of

Guadalupe church, her eyes immediately travel to the front of the room. Rather than noticing the

tiny crucifix above the main alter, however, it is the immense replica of the image of Guadalupe,

hanging behind the altar and above the crucifix, that commands her attention. Beside the front

altar is an elaborate, heavily adorned shrine to St. Jude. The shrine features a recessed statue of

the saint flanked with polished marble and gold overlay, and an encased relic set into the rail, in

easy access for rubbing or kissing. Devotional candles surround both statue and relic. As the

visitor's eyes drift toward the back of the church, they follow the narratives of both Guadalupe

and St. Jude as they are played out upon the panels of stained glass on either side of the room.

Finally, at the rear of the church is an intimate shrine to Our Lady of San Juan de los Lagos,

featuring a doll-like replica of the Madonna with long brown hair, tiny pins fastened to her skirt,

and a multitude of devotional candles surrounding her.

The space of St. Francis of Assisi is filled with even more devotional detail. As a visitor

enters this large space she encounters to her immediate right a life-size statue, bloody and

gruesome, of the flagellated Christ. He is draped by a purple cloak on which devotees have

attached pins and photos. Immediately behind him is a glass case exhibiting previous cloaks,

removed from the statue after filling with memorabilia. Many statues stand along the side walls

of the church, including the Infant of Atocha, St. Martin de Porres, St. Jude, Our Lady of San

Juan de los Lagos, and other Madonnas. Some of these statues, including St. Jude and the infant,

are also adorned with memorabilia. Rosaries and scapulars hang around the necks of others. On

the side walls near the front of the church are two large paintings, one of Guadalupe appearing to

Juan Diego and the other of St. Francis displaying his stigmata. At the front of the church, on
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either side of the main altar, are two dramatic statues, one of the Sacred Heart of Jesus and the

other of Our Lady of Sorrows. These statues are accompanied by several smaller images. Over

the main altar is an enormous image of Our Lady of Guadalupe as displayed upon the cloak by

Juan Diego. Beneath the image is a very small golden crucifix, hardly noticeable. The stained

glass of the church remembers several Hispanic saints and martyrs.

Both of these churches, as national parishes, exhibit a space oriented entirely toward a

Mexican immigrant culture. There are several characteristics that both churches share. First, the

image of Our Lady of Guadalupe is immense and visually prominent, towering over the subtler

crucifix. Second, shrines are set close to pews and thus open to participation from devotees.

Third, many statues exhibit a particular attention to sensory-stimulating detail, whether it be

through the real hair of Our Lady of San Juan de los Lagos, or the cloth cloak and open wounds

covering the flagellated Christ. Fourth, there is a careful balance between universal Catholic

imagery (the crucifix, St. Jude) and imagery originating in Mexico (Our Lady of Guadalupe, Our

Lady of San Juan de los Lagos). Let us then contrast this with the church spaces of Pilsen and

Little Village, all of which have undergone a gradual transition from one ethnic population to

another.

In each of the churches of Pilsen and Little Village, a visitor encounters some synthesis

of the ethnic culture that established the church space and the Mexican American community

that now represents the parish's major population. Here is a brief summary of the locations of

key images in the space of these parishes, as of the summer of 2000:
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St. Agnes

St. Pius V

St. Procopius

St. Paul

St. Adalbert

St. Ann

Tepeyac
(St. Casmir)

front altar

rear corner

rear corner

front altar

front altar

front alter

front altar left of altar

left of altarfront altar

front right pews front altar right of altar left of altar

left wall

front right pews left of altar

left of altar

curtain over altar ---

Sacred Heart, St. Jude,

Infant of Prague,

additional shrine to

Guadalupe, St. Martin de

Pones

St. Ignatius, Blessed
Miguel Pro

Infant of Prague

Pieta, Polish icon (?),

Infant of Prague

Our Lady of
Czestochowa

Just as Our Lady of Guadalupe hangs above the main altar of the Mexican national

parishes, so the namesake saint (in most cases one that shares a nationality with the founding

population of the parish) adorns the main altar of most of these churches. The exceptions to this

are the Claretian-run St. Paul, and St. Pius V, the only neighborhood church founded as

territorial. In each of the churches noted above the image of Guadalupe has also been added in

the last forty years. Her image is always large and, in every case except that of St. Paul, holds a

prominent position at the front of the church. In more than one instance the priests at these

parishes are considering repositioning her over the main altar (although it is just as interesting to

note that no priest has permanently done so yet). At Our Lady of Tepeyac, Guadalupe was

already hanging on a curtain behind the altar, completely covering the older recessed image of

St. Casmir. Though this curtain was temporarily in place to celebrate the parish's tenth

anniversary, Rev. Miller and the now entirely-Hispanic pastoral council of the church were in

debate over the option of leaving Guadalupe above the front altar permanently' It is also

interesting that, in almost all the churches above, both the older namesake saints and the more

recent images of Guadalupe were consistently prominent, while. the crucifix often seemed
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located in a somewhat secondary position'

There are a few notable images which, though not nearly So common as Guadalupe' also

tend to pop up in Chicago's Mexican churches. Our Lady of San Juan de los Lagos' Nuestra

Señora de San Juan de los Lagos,is the most popular of this cultural collection' She is always

diminutive__ a doll or doll-like statue or image-- and usually wears a baby blue dress, with real

silk and lace, and real hair adorned with a crown. Also known as Nuestra señora de la

candelaria, she is the patroness of the Mexican state of Jalisco. She originally received

attention for curing the daughter of an acrobat, and other curative miracles have sustained her

cult since then. In chicago and Mexico alike she is associated with the healing of children, and

it is common to see photos of children and milagros, small golden pins in the shapes of body

parts, fastened to her dress. Her popularity in chicago derives both from a relatively large

Jalisco immigrant population, and the heavy pfomotional tactics of the clergy at her shrine in

Mexico. Her national shrine is at St. Procopius parish, and her image may be found in some

form in about half the Mexican churches represented in this paper'

Other Hispanic images appearing in Chicago's Mexican churches include the Infant of

Atocha, Santo Niño de Atocha,the Blessed Miguel Pro, and St' Martin de Porres' The Infant of

Atocha, whose shrine is in the state of Atocha, is also usually in the form of a small statue' He

sits upon a throne, holds a scepter, and is dressed in the costume of a Conquistador' Miguel Pro

was a Jesuit and twentieth century martyr from the state of zacatecas. His statue stretches out its

arms in the form of a cross, as pro did when he was killed by the rifles of the anti-catholic

government. St. Martin de Porres, though not actually a Mexican saint, is revered as the patron

of race relations. one of the few dark-skinned saints, he was the illegitimate son of a Spanish

grandee and a btack woman from Peru. Each of these images appear in just one or two of the

churches in question; none of them have the cult folrowings of either San Juan de los Lagos or,

especially, .GuadaluPe.

Other shrines at the pilsen and Little Village churches are dedicated either to more

universal catholic images, such as the Sacred Heart of Jesus, or to Eastern-European imagery
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popular with the older ethnic groups of Pilsen, including the Infant of Prague and our Lady of

czestochowa (who, it is interêsting to note, is also a dark-skinned Madonna). Though largely

still in place out of respect for the founding ethnic groups and their members still attending

church in Pilsen, these shrines also receive some attention from the Mexican American

populations at the churches'

If the national parishes of st. Francis of Assisi and our Lady of Guadalupe are spaces

saturated with cultural imagery, the parish spaces of Pilsen and Little village appear as places

where the Mexican American population has recently yet decisively staked its claim. Indeed,

just as most priests in the neighborhood can readily recite the year of the first Spanish mass in

their church, they can as readily recount the year that Guadalupe arrived' Today, though the

passive decorations of these churches, the stained glass windows and faded images of Eastern

European saints, linger as a backdrop, the vibrant colors of the Mexican Madonnas' adorned with

flowers or illuminated with dozens of devotional candles, speak to the churches' immediate

cultural situation

II. Secular Space

When one heads out of doors, leaving behind the culturally mixed interiors of the Pilsen-

area churches, he or she will inevitably encounter more religious imagery scattered throughout

the neighborhood, and this of an entirely Mexican tilt. catholic imagery of some sort is visible

on practically every block of the pilsen and Little village communities. unlike neighborhood

churches, however, the secular world of Pilsen has long abandoned any remnant of Eastern

European Catholicism and, in fact, most images that are not specifically Mexican in origin'

certainly if one were to assess the community's religious practices strictly through observations

of outdoor images, he or she would deduce an overwhelming devotion to Our Lady of

Guadalupe. It is hard to find, among the multitude of religious imagery scattered through these

neighborhoods, an image unassociated with this Madonna' During my time in the Pilsen area I

saw a spray painting of the crucified christ on the brick wall of an apartment building' I also'
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however, saw multiple spray-paintings of Guadalupe on similar brick' much more elaborate'

sometimesaccompaniedbyJuanDiego,sometimessurroundedbyroses.Whilesomeofthese

murals are strictly cathoric, in others Guadalupe is juxtaposed against non-cathoric symbols of

Mexican nationalism-- eagles, Aztecs, the Mexican flag'

It is easy to find Guadalupe for sale, in many forms, everywhere from store windows to

thebackofpickuptrucks.Thesecommodifiedimagesthenfillalmosteveryhomeinthe

neighborhood, becoming the center point for domestic artarcitas, and are publicly displayed as

well. wandering through Pilsen one is apt to encountef the Guadalupe image on t-shirts and

bumper stickers, hanging from rearview mirrors, displayed on windows and garage doors' It is

not unusual to find her tattooed across the backs or upon the arms of young men or even (as I

saw for myselll Young women'

AparticularlyinterestingcomponentofthesecularpublicityofourLadyofGuadalupeis

the role of the area,s churches in propagating her image on the street. Although the interior

space of neighborhood churches remains cultumlly mixed, exterior decoration is often indicative

of the parishes, sensitivity to the cultural rerigion of their parishioners. Most of the churches in

Pilsen and Little village are rather simple in outward appearance; unlike churches in other areas

of the archdiocese, few of these buildings afe suÌïounded by much in the way of gardens and

outdoor shrines. About half of the churches, however, have commissioned some sort of outdoor

displayoftheimageofGuadalupe'InthecaseofourLadyofTepeyac,thedisplayisasimple,

less-than-life-sized tile mosaic on the brick wall of the rectory' st' Procopius has two shrines in

the small churchyard, one around her painted image and another containing a small plaster statue

painted in her likeness. The most dramatic church-commissioned image of Guadalupe, and in

fact the largest religious image in all of pilsen and Little Village, is across the street from St. Pius

V.Rev.Dahm,thecurrentpastoratSt.Pius,commissionedthethree-storymuralthatnow

towers over the Lavendøria Pilsenand the busy intersection of Ashland and cullerton' The

evocative mural depicts the Virgin of Guadalupe watching over a procession of mestizo men'

womenandchildren.BehindtheVirginisthefaintimageofamanimprisonedbehindachicken
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wire fence. Beneath her, painted in small yellow letters, INCREIBLES IA'S COSAS QUE SE

VEN

III. Material Devotion

The ease with which Mexican religious imagery functions both inside and outside the

churches of the Mexican American community immediately calls into question any distinction

between a sacred church interior and a secular street environment. Though the more passive

Catholic images of pilsen and Little Village are contained within church interiors, the more

active images (those with a high level of interaction between image and popular body) are

distributed both inside and outside of the church. In the next chapter, which discusses some of

these images in terms of ritual, we will see that the more devoted a population is to an image, the

more eager that population is to take the image through the doorway of the church and into the

street.

To conclude that there is no distinction in the Mexican American community between

sacred and secular space, however, would be to drastically simplify the situation. Instead I will

suggest the following. Heterotopic spaces, like those in Pilsen and Little Village, do not nullify

popularly accepted dichotomies. They do, however, set apparently static dichotic concepts into

motion relative to one another. A heterotopia moves through apparent sets of opposites-like

sacred and secular spaces-prompting them into dialectic with one another. The space of a

Catholic church, particularly the imagery within this space, does have a sacred status, popularly

understood. This status is largely derived from high levels of popularly acknowledged religious

authenticity. Authenticity is a controversial yet undeniably important component to any

discussion about the replication of images and the creation of sacred and secular spaces. Every

replication of a religious image contains some of the sacred meaning of its original. The ability

to transfer meaning from an original to a copy prompts the popular replication of heavily-

honored images; a replication is, after all, reminiscent of its original whether or not it has been

sanctioned by any Church authority. It is just as safe to say, however, that the more authentic an
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image, the more it is popularly held in sacred reverence. Thus no replication of Our Lady of

Guadalupe in the states will ever match the popularity of her image in Mexico City. Though

most images within the church spaces of Chicago are replicas, those remaining within the church

usually convey some fraction of the authenticity of their original-- a higher fraction than most of

their counterparts on the street. There are several reasons for this. First, clergy has blessed most

of the images within church interiors and thus the Church itself has granted them a level of

authenticity. Secondly, some images have been brought from the shrines of their prototypes in

Mexico and elsewhere. Thus, along with Church-granted authenticity, they also bring an

authenticity gained from geographic origin and proximity to the original. A few shrines in

Chicago also contain relics; these relics obviously give shrines their own first-degree

authenticity. In entering the holy or sacred space of the church, people may pray or receive

blessing in a space that is highly authentic both by the standards of Church authority, and by the

separate standards inherent to the cults of images themselves.

Just as the church interior, a space heavy with blessings and sacred images, is a religious

place, the street outside the church, upon which the everyday business of the community takes

place, usually functions as a secular realm for the community. The street always remains the

space outside the authentic clusters that people congregate around, pray to, and attend mass and

receive sacraments in front of. Church space and street space, however, rather than sit

comfortably at odds with one another, are in a sort of dialectical relationship. In Chicago's

Mexican American neighborhoods the sacred spaces of the church are endlessly pouring out into

the street, while ordinary pieces of life from the street are constantly infiltrating the church' It

further seems that church space reaches a fuller potential through entering into the secular space

outside of itself, and the sacred status of the church's interior is particularly enhanced when

parishioners introduce elements of ordinary life into the church. Though the Mexican American

communities at hand do seem to retain the distinction between sacred and secular spaces, the

distinguishing border between the two is both shifting and permeable. ordinary spaces are

consistently infused with sacred imagery, and sacred spaces enhanced with material from the
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outside world.

The example of Guadalupe shows us that images and other physical, tangible symbols are

the easiest means by which a community may carry religious significance from the church and

establish it within the larger community. In the section above we examined the replication of

religious images in the secular community, some sponsored by the Church' others unsanctioned'

The impulse to take material out of the church is further evidenced by some regular religious

practices of Mexican American devotees in Chicago. For instance, every infant in the

community receives a medal of Our Lady of Guadalupe at baptism' The use of holy water is

abundant; people douse themselves with it on a regular basis. And small statues have an

especially strong function; Rev. James Maloney, pastor at Our Lady of Guadalupe parish,

provided me with the following anecdote: A Mexican woman cuffently employed to clean the

church will only take fifty dollars a week as compensation. She then uses the majority of this

money to buy devotional statues from rectory, which she places in the houses of family members

not attending church regularlY2.

Just as important to religion in the Mexican American community are material mediums

of devotion. These materials, so popular in the neighborhoods of Chicago, serve to constantly

introduce symbols from the community into the church. Rather than being created, or even

blessed (or sometimes even acknowledged as appropriate), by some religious authority, most

mediums of material devotionalism are taken straight from the realm of ordinary, everyday life.

only when the devotee appropriates such materials and places them within the space of the

honored image do they attain a sacred significance. Andeven within the church such an object's

power, whether actual or symbolic, remains dependent on its ordinary origins, its closeness to the

everyday.

I had a brief discussion with Fr. Maloney about symbolic devotionalism at his parish. Fr.

Maloney has been pastor at Our Lady of Guadalupe since the 1960s and has seen much of, as he

2 Rev. James Maloney, personal interview, l1 August 2000'
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told me, Mexican devotees' unique emphasis on "symbolically expressing moments of faith"3.

At the alters of that church's main shrines, to Our Lady of Guadalupe, Our Lady of San Juan de

los Lagos, and St. Jude, are dozens of lit candles, some provided by the church, others brought in

from the outside. These candles may be bought in any grocery store in Pilsen or the other

Mexican neighborhoods of Chicago. It is also not unusual to find locks of hair left as volos upon

the altars at Our Lady of Guadalupe. Sometimes people also leave the more cryptic offering of

two dimes, which is actually a crossover ritual from Santería, the Afro-Catholic religion of Cuba.

More common though are the tiny golden milagros fastened to the skirt of Our Lady of San Juan

de los Lagos, along with many photographs of infants and young children.

As pastor of this parish, Fr. Maloney has an active interest in providing opportunities

within the church for greater participation via symbolic devotionalism. In the last few years the

parish has erected a large black cross during Lent, and every family in the church has written its

Lenten sacrifices upon a gray stone which then sat at the base of the cross. This ritual is very

popular. Also, on Dia de los Muertos in the year 1999, members of the congregation contributed

names of their deceased friends and relatives to be recognized during mass. For the same

celebration in the year 2000, Fr. Maloney planned to erect an altar for the entire novena leading

up to the celebration. The purpose of this altar would be to provide a space upon which people

could actually place pictures of the deceased. This inclination of members of the congregation,

to contribute the ordinary materials most immediate to their lives-- whether they be stones,

photographs, or pieces of hair, demonstrates the constant and persistent influx of the secular into

the space of the sacred. This influx, when considered alongside the similarly persistent

replication of religious images and the movement of materials from the church out into the street,

attests both to the dialectical force behind the vibrancy of Mexican American Catholicism in

Chicago, and the dynamic, living space with which this dialectic occurs.

3 rbid.
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Chapter Four
Ritual: The Interplay of Space and Community

The spatial components of Pilsen and Little Village-the interiors of the churches, the

living rooms of private homes, the external landscape that lines the streets-all share in a

religious theme. Though this theme is identifiably Catholic, both by the neighborhood's

inhabitants and by the passing observer, its functions escape easy classification. The full

significance of a heterotopic space relies both on its visual, physical components and on its

interaction with being and time, the elements of existence that both inhabit and supplement it.

Just as uninhabited time cannot boast historical voices, an uninhabited space cannot be a

heterotopia. Therefore the images that comprise significant points of landscape for the

neighborhood's residents can only provide part of the picture. For a full understanding of

Catholic space as it functions in the community we must turn to the rituals with which people

create meaning, religious or otherwise, out of the space that surrounds them.

Just as a community's religion is visually represented through the images that make up its

religious spaces, so religion is experientially known by the practices that comprise the

community's rituals. Ritual is the counterpart of image. Images become devotional only

through the rituals that they inspire; these rituals tease meanings out of images, transform them

from pale background decorations into living and immediate symbols. IVithout ritual an image

is static, a painting or a statue, as immobile as the raw material from which it was made. When

devotees ritually encounter an image, however, the image immediately begins to breathe. It

takes on dynamic significance, commands attention, and becomes capable of miracles.

Sometimes it attracts controversy; it always extracts high emotion. Ritual may also exist

independent of any specific image; its only spatial prerequisite is room for its participants to

move. The other necessary component of ritual is people, one person or many, intent on

participating in a set of actions in order to fulfill a predetermined objective. Usually a ritual is

one occuffence within an established pattern. It always implies both a structure (the actions it
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requires people to make), and a function (the consequence of the actions, as understood by the

Church, the participants, or some combination of the two). Image and ritual combined form the

stuff of a living religion, a religion as it is practiced in space by a community of people.

Like church space and religious imagery, ritual is a major component of the Catholic

experience in the Mexican American community of Chicago. Mexican American Catholicism

includes rituals that are both universally Catholic and ones that are culturally specific. And like

image, ritual is a medium that both readily draws people into the church and takes religious

devotion out of the church and into the streets of the community. Another interesting component

of ritual is its social function. While individual devotion remains an important practice in most

Catholic churches in Pilsen and Little Village, it is often overshadowed by forms of devotion that

affirm familial ties or, more often, the common bonds-- geographical, cultural, linguistic-- of the

larger community

I. Devotion by the Individual

By no means can one ignore individual devotion in a discussion of ritual. If one sits in

the pews of Our Lady of Guadalupe parish between masses on any day of the week, he or she

will inevitably witness a constant trickle of visitors to the church. V/hile some of these visitors

will a:rive in family or peer groups, many others will arrive on their own. Some visitors are

elderly women, just as many are young men. Some people will sit in the pews, in prayer or

meditation, for long periods of time. More commonly, however, a person will proceed directly

to one of the church's shrines, either St. Jude or Our Lady of Guadalupe or Our Lady of San Juan

de los Lagos, and kneel in prayer. Many people will kiss or touch the base of the shrine. Others

will light a candle.

This sort of personal devotionalism is at the core of Mexican Catholicism, both in

Mexico and in Chicago. An individual's relationship with a saint or a Madonna is paramount; it

is noteworthy that shrines in both Mexico and the United States are filled with belongings of the

most personal nature-- pieces, of hair or clothing, trophies and other awards, photographs and
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crutches. Individuals pray for religious intercession either for themselves or on behalf of their

loved ones. Vows or votos are almost always made as a sort of contract between an individual

and his or her heavenly intercessor; likewise milagros and ex votos,small paintings depicting

heavenly intercessions, are usually left at shrines as tokens of thanks by individual devotees.

Medals and prayer cards, such popular devotional objects in Pilsen, are unquestionably geared

toward the individual. Individual relationships with images, though often pursued quietly, do

sustain the long-lasting devotional appeal of an image.

Rituals are, however, actual practices that take time in people's day to day lives, and they

do not remain solitary acts of prayer. Devotion that might be basically individual in purpose,

when practiced within a community, often adopts a shape reflective of community structure.

Thus so many of the rituals evident within Mexican American Catholic neighborhoods fall

within, and are extensively determined by, cohesive communities within the neighborhood. As

soon as a community begins to determine ritual format, rituals often begin not only to fulfill

individual intentions, but also to reinforce the structure of the community that participates in

them. Community rituals, whether within families, parishes or neighborhoods, are the most

evident religious practices in Pilsen and Little Village-- the most visible, most audible, most

heavily publicized. These rituals can tell us a great deal both about the devotional impulses they

manifest and the community structures they reinforce.

II. Ritual within the Family

Religious rituals within the home are an important, though especially hard to retain,

element of Catholic life in Pilsen and Little Village. In Mexico, particularly the rural Mexico

from which most emigrants to Chicago left, religion is centered largely in the home. Though

every small community might have a parish, every home would also have its own altarcita

complete with an array of devotional images. People might attend mass in a church, but

important functions such as weddings and especially wakes always take place in the home. The

custom of a home wake, in the form of a religious novenario, came up repeatedly in the
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conversations I had this summer. According to Rev. Foley of St. Agnes parish, his experience

with the tradition in Guerrero included the family of the deceased reciting a rosary together, in

the home, at five in the evening for nine days following the death, followed by a mass at the

church on the ninth day. This nine-day process is then repeated upon the one-year anniversary of

the deatht.

Upon arriving in the chaotic urban environment of Chicago, however, immigrants find a

ritual as elaborate and time consuming as this novenario difficult to sustain. Work schedules are

hectic; children spend less time in the home and are less inclined to participate in the religion

that occurs there. Many families in the Pilsen and Little Village neighborhoods, however, seem

to retain a strong desire to maintain a form of Catholicism that, rather than be monopolized by

the church, has an alternative center within the home. Altarcitas, for instance, remain incredibly

popular in the Pilsen community, and priests in Pilsen receive frequent requests to bless both

entire homes and these living room shrines. Once blessed, both the shrine and the entire home

attain a more sacred status, an increased level of authenticity. This creates a basis, however

small in physical size, for devotional practices that fall strictly under the jurisdiction of the

family.

III. Ritual in the Community

V/hen exploring the religious life of a Catholic community, one repeatedly encounters

rituals organized by the community's parishes. Pilsen is certainly no exception. The parishes in

Pilsen and Little Village are always a flurry of activity; on a visit to any one of these churches an

observer is bound to run into a mass in the church, a social activity in the rectory, or a festival of

some sort on the street outside. Upon a quick glance at the parish bulletin, one may wonder

where the religious services end and the social services begin. The common denominator of all

these disparate practices is, of course, the sponsorship of the church and the involvement of the

t Foley. personal interview
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parish's clergy and lay members. More important to this discussion, however, is the fact that all

of these church-sponsored rituals are specifically structured with the intention of strengthening

not only the parish, but also the Pilsen, community. In fact the enforcement of community

culture seems to take precedence over any inherently secular or sacred quality of these group

activities. When religious practice is considered in terms of the community we encounter, once

again, secular rituals filling the space of the church and devotional rituals filling the street

outside.

A. Mass

Mass, the celebration of the Eucharist, is widely recognized as the most important ritual

in the Catholic religion. Though in actuality only one other person, a priest, need accompany a

lay person during mass, it is a conìmon celebration that is attended weekly by all regularly

practicing members of a parish. Therefore mass is actually a group ritual, and the group

celebrating is determined by parish membership. People by the thousands attend mass every

Sunday at many of the churches in the Pilsen area. If we take the Eucharistic celebration as a

central ritual, shared by each of the parish communities of Pilsen and Little Village, a closer

examination of its character and function within these parishes will yield valuable information

about the complicated implications of it and all other church-sponsored practices.

In Pilsen and other ethnic neighborhoods in Chicago, both now and in years past, the

definitive characteristic of a mass has been the language in which it is given. In parish bulletins

masses need only be described by this and the times at which they are offered. In the

archdiocese today, the number of Spanish masses is usually indicative of the number of parish

members with Spanish as their first language; a mass offered in another non-English language is

similarly indicative of a lingering population from an older ethnic group. Most pastors will

recite the year of the first Spanish mass in their parish as evidence of both the influx of Mexicans

to the area and the hesitance of previous parish members to appease the new population. Today

Spanish masses are.also representative of a linguistic cohesion within the Pilsen community.
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Rev. Dahm of St. Pius V parish pointed out to me that, although a thousand people want to

attend mass in Spanish at his church every Sunday, more and more of these people are saying

goodbye in English after the mass'. While English is infiltrating the conversational speech of the

community, mass in Spanish lingers for many as a ritual of allegiance to the language and culture

of Mexico.

In recent years the parishes of Pilsen and Little Village have stretched the structure and

function of the their masses in a particularly interesting way. Many of the neighborhood parishes

hold street masses during the summer months. During a street mass an entire neighborhood

block is blocked off, and members of the community can attend on foot or on bicycle, sitting or

standing. Paulo Braga, staff writer for the Chicago Tribune, described a parking lot variation on

one of these masses, this one in honor on Our Lady of the New Millennium, during the summer

of 2000:

Beside the chicharrones, a vendor with a cart sold whole mangoes and pieces of
melon and watermelon. Children sometimes went to the back of the lot to play
while their parents stayed seated for mass on metal chairs distributed throughout
the lot3.

By mid-July of 2000, St. Procopius parish had already held thirty-one street masses for

the summer, on every day of the week except Sunday, on various neighborhood blocks in the

vicinity of the church. The objectives of these masses, according to several priests I talked to,

are to counteract gang presence in the neighborhood, and encourage residents to come out of

doors and meet and spend time with each other. A primary concern arising here is the transient

tendency of the neighborhood, with residents moving in and out too rapidly to establish working

relationships with one another. The street mass seems a successful measure, as it is attended

primarily by residents of the block on which it is conducted. While such a mass is still the ritual

of the Eucharist and retains all its religious implications as such, the outdoor structure of the

street mass has an overtly secular function. It is held outside specifically to strengthen the

2 Rev. Charles Dahm, personal interview, 26 July 2000.
3 Braga. Secl, p.2.
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community outside of the church.

Now, having looked at the range of functions implicit in the Eucharistic celebrations of

the churches of Mexican American Chicago, let us further consider the full range of ritual

phenomenon that falls under the jurisdiction of these churches. Of course it comes as no

surprise that certain rituals of an unquestionably religious nature serve to bring the community

together; baptisms, confirmations, first communions and weddings are all sacraments within the

Catholic church as well as popular social occasions in the Pilsen and Little Village communities.

Another ritual that is particularly popular in Mexican American communities, in Pilsen and

elsewhere, is the Quinceañera celebration on the occasion of a girl's fifteenth birthday.

Although Quinceañera is not a sacrament and is only celebrated in Hispanic countries, it is a

Catholic religious celebration and is usually accompanied by a special mass. The churches in

Pilsen and Little Village all offer Quinceañera services, complete with preparatory classes.

The other church rituals, perhaps not so obvious, which speak to the always-present

motivation toward a strengthened secular community, fall into two general categories. Again, as

in the last chapter, these categories represent a continuous discourse between church and street.

The first category of ritual is secular rituals that take place under the sponsorship of the church,

within church space. The second category of ritual is those with an explicitly religious function,

but which take place out on the streets of Pilsen.

B. Secular Parishes

The weekly parish bulletins available at any of the Mexican American churches in

Chicago will inevitably include the following sections: contact information for the school and.

rectort, a schedule of masses, confessions, baptisms, etc., and a back page with small

advertisements from commercial sponsors in the community. They may also include prayer lists

remembering sick or otherwise disadvantaged family and friends, collection totals from the -

previous week's masses, or prayers printed out in full. The body of a bulletin will contain an

often-lengthy listing of parish news and announcements. These announcements may celebrate
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a

the accomplishments of members of the parish, or advertise Catholic events taking place across

the archdiocese. They may also, however, provide information regarding a wide variety of

community services. Take, for example, topics announced in the parish bulletin of Our Lady of

Guadalupe church for the week of July 2nd, 20004:

O PETER'S PENCE 2OOO COLLECTION FOR THE WORKS OF THE HOLY FATHER
. . .announcing a collection of $1653 at the previous week's masses.

. CHICAGO CENSUS 2OOO YOU COUNT
. . .encouraging the completion of U.S. census forms.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
. . .for Catholic Charities program.

GOOD BYE, CELIA
. . .in reference to departing Youth Minister.

O VOLUNTEER TUTORING OPPORTUNITY
. . .in English language skills.

O THE MEXICAN PATRIOTIC CLUB OF SOUTH CHICAGO
. . .advertising a Mexican independence celebration.

. SOUTH CHICAGO NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSING COLIA,BORATION
. . .a house for sale, at discount through housing program.

a THE WOMEN'S CENTER
. . .a pro-life, non-profit counseling organization.

While some of these announcements carry an obvious religious or church-oriented

agenda, others, including the census reminder and housing and patriotic club advertisements, are

in support of groups or projects that strengthen culture and community in a secular manner. In

other parishes, important community activities actually take place in churches themselves. St.

o "Our Lady of Guadalupe Parish, July 2000." Bulletin.
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Agnes parish, for instance, is home to a weekly food pantry, Boy Scout meetings and Mexican

folk dancing, or danzafolklórica, classes. St. Procopius parish sponsors free community health

fairs, complete with blood testing and immunizations. St Paul's employs a lawyer that provides

free legal advice, as well as someone trained by the IRS to offer assistance with income taxes.

All of these services are provided in Spanish. According to Rev. Rodriguez of St. Paul parish,

this broad range of secular services is particularly important in Mexican American communities

because immigrants from the ranchitosof rural Mexico are accustomed to going to their parish

priests for help with all concerns, secular as well as religiouss. Beyond the services geared

toward the basic well being of the community, however, is another level of services directed at

creating cultural cohesion and even gaining a political voice within the Chicago immigrant

community. These services include the advertisement of organizations like the Mexican patriotic

club, encouragement of help with census forms, and the offering of folk dance classes.

The discussion of these non-religious, church-provided services may seem somewhat

tangential to an examination of community ritual, particularly if we are to limit our

understanding of ritual to authoritatively spelled out, structured practices such as mass. It is

cornmon to think of ritual in terms of a set of actions with both explicit religious significance and

heavy precedents. Certainly many activities listed in the parish bulletin do not deal directly with

either the sacraments or devotion of any sort. Admitting them for study therefore requires a

reevaluation of ritual in the church. We must think of these rituals not in terms of religious

precedents, but rather in terms of people interacting with the space they live in, joined together in

common church-sponsored activities. The services mentioned above represent the full range of

church activities that draw parishioners together in common practice. A group of people may

gather to take the Eucharist in the church on one day; the very same group may reconvene in the

same space to attend a meeting or leam a dance later in the week. There is no explicit religious

significance in the latter. They are, however, community practices actively encouraged by the

s Rodriguez, personal interview
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church and thus, for our interests, remain Church rituals.

The intersection of Church and community ritual immediately mingles religious and non-

religious intentions, and recalls the ambiguous relationship between sacred and secular spaces.

Secular images and rituals alike may be co-opted by the parishes of the Chicago Mexican

American community. Similarly, some of the most interesting Catholic rituals in Pilsen and

Little Village, rituals both under the jurisdiction of the neighborhood churches, and overtly

religious in intent, occur outside of church doors. Two of the most popular, energy expending

and heavily anticipated forms of religious ritual in Pilsen and Little Village are the fiesta andthe

pilgrimage. Often these two rituals accompany each other in celebration of a feast day or other

religious holiday.

C. Religious Streets

1.. Celebrations

In his bookThe Madonna of I l5th Street, Robert Orsi gets at the culturally-syncratic

Catholicism of Italian Harlem through an examination of the annual summer/eslc to Our Lady

of Mt. Carmel. He begins his book with an extended description, in part below:

The crowds walked beneath fire escapes decorated with crepe, American flags,
and the Italian tricolor, and under arches of colored lights. Colorful blankets were
hung out of the windows. The streets of Italian Harlem had been especially
cleaned for the occasion, and local restaurateurs had set up tables outside where
the people could stop for some refreshment at, in the words of advertisements in
the parish bulletin, special festa prices . . . Italian popular faith in both Italy and
America sought the streets to express itself, and the street life of the festa was
dense . . .6.

Albeit on a smaller scale, the Pilsen community shares the ritual celebration of the festa

or fiesta. On almost any summer weekend a visitor to Pilsen is bound to find a fiesta occurring

in the vicinity of one of the neighborhood's churches. Church festivals may celebrate a special

6 Orsi. p. 2
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occasion 'within the parish, such as the anniversary of its inception, or they may occur in honor of

a religious holiday. The religious festivals are especially popular; at St. Procopius church, for

instance, Fr. Niehaus points to the feasts of San Juan de los Lagos in August and Our Lady of

Guadalupe in December as key annual social events in the community. Of course inclimate

weather keeps the celebration of Guadalupe largely indoors, but the celebration of San Juan de

los Lagos, usually on a weekend falling within her novena, draws devotees out of doors and

offers all sorts of secular entertainment.

The novena of San Juan de los Lagos was celebrated on the 1lth, 12th and 13th of

August in 2000. For these days the block of 16th Street beside St. Procopius church was blocked

from traffic and a couple of police officers loitered on the scene. Large tents were erected up

and down the block; under some women cooked and sold enchiladas and cold beverages, under

others people played round after round of bingo. Along one sidewalk was a separate area with

several games for children. At the far end of the block was an elevated stage and dozens of

folding chairs; during the afternoons a Latin band played lively music. Meanwhile, inside the

church, frequent masses were recited in honor of Our Lady of San Juan de los Lagos. For the

occasion her small image stood beside the main altar, adorned with flowers and candles. A

steady stream of people, between one hundred and two hundred, was in attendance at the festival.

While some drifted back and forth between mass and outdoor activities, others seemed interested

primarily in the secular end of the proceedings.

The elements of this fiesta represent important components of the religious festivals that

occur throughout Chicago's Mexican American neighborhoods. In such celebrations there is

always a divided emphasis between actual devotion to the image and secular interaction within

the community of devotees. Though bingo and enchiladas have little to do with San Juan de los

Lagos herself, they are important to the sociality of the occasion. The crowd that has gathered to

spend time at the site of the image's festival is equally important to the prayers in the image's

honor. The ritual of religious celebration has discernable secular and sacred components,

occurring simultaneously. Many devotees participate in both, and there is a fluid movement
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back and forth between the church and the street. This type of structure gives the ritual full

functional ability; a religious festival is successful both in honoring the image in question and in

building and strengthening the community that comes into contact with the image. Emphasizing

secular as well as religious cohesiveness among a community of devotees is a crucial motive in

the movement of Mexican ritual into the streets.

2. Pilgrimage

During a fiesta the streets are home to the secular elements of a multifaceted but overtly

religious ritual. With pilgrimage, however, acts of devotion themselves step out and join the

revelry in the street. Pilgrimage, or travel with a religious intent, is a traditional part of European

Catholicism, though participation has dramatically declined in the twentieth century. In Mexico,

however, religious pilgrimage remains a mainstay of popular religious practice. Pilgrimages in

that country, whether to the shrine of Our Lady of Guadalupe or to any of dozens of other

popular shrines scattered across the country, draw many thousands of people annually. The

structure and function of pilgrimage in Mexico has been the source of much academic study, and

is a subject well-represented by Victor Turner in Image and Pilgrimage in Christian Culture.

Pilgrimage has similarly become a characteristic religious ritual within the Mexican

American community of Chicago. Furthermore, because it necessarily includes both the intra-

and inter-neighborhood movement of people, Mexican American pilgrimage has drawn

significant attention from the rest of the archdiocese. The adapted successor to a largely rural

phenomenon in Mexico, pilgrimage in Chicago has adopted the added drama of large, ethnically

homogenous, religiously minded crowds moving in unison through tight urban spaces. Certainly

a scene such as the pilgrimage to Our Lady of the New Millennium, recounted in Chapter One,

draws responses from non-Mexican Chicagoans of all religious persuasions. To some it may

seem archaic, to others enviable, to others out-of-place or downright strange. Pilgrimage in

Mexican American Chicago, however, intends to draw attention. Though it shares structural

similarities with its Mexican counterpart and is indelibly influenced by it, its functional emphasis
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is significantly different. All the importance in Mexican American pilgrimage lies in the ritual

itself, the act of movement. This is not to say (by any means) that pilgrimage in Mexico only

emphasizes such movement as means to an end, but in Chicago the movement itself has usurped

practically all the special attention that is, in Mexico, reserved for the site at the journey's end.

Turner makes this summary conìment early in his work: "All sites of pilgrimage have this

in common: they are believed to be places where miracles once happened, still happen, and may

happen again7". While this holds true for pilgrimage sites across Mexico, pilgrimage in Chicago

is structured differently. Take the following three examples of pilgrimages that currently occur

within, between, or originating from Chicago's Mexican American neighborhoods.

1. Since 1977 all the parishes of Pilsen join together annually on Good Friday to conduct the

"I-iving Way of the Cross" pilgrimage. The pilgrimage involves between 8000 and 10,000

people. The procession is two miles long and ends at the site of a dramatic interpretation of the

Crucifixion

2. The pilgrimage described at the beginning of this thesis occurred on the occasion of a special

event, the pan-diocese Field of Faith celebration. The pilgrimage was several miles long,

included stops for prayer at four Hispanic churches, and culminated at the statue of Our Lady of

the New Millennium. Several hundred people participated.

3. A pilgrimage occurs every year on the occasion of the feast of Our Lady of San Juan de los

Lagos at her national shrine at St. Procopius. It includes a group of women that travel on foot to

the shrine, carrying images of Our Lady of Guadalupe, from the near suburb of Blue Island.

Immediately following a mass in the image's honor, a procession forms of those in attendance at

the mass. Altar boys carry the small Madonna out the church doors and place her upon a

7 Turner. p.6.
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platform built over the bed of a pickup truck. She is accompanied by the altar boys into the truck

and adorned with flowers. The truck then drives slowly through the streets in the vicinity of the

church, followed by, the priest, a few dozen people, and a small brass band playing loudly

These ritual pilgrimages are obviously far different from their predecessors in Mexico.

lVith the exception of the first one, their levels of participation could in no way match the floods

of pilgrims in Mexico. Chicago pilgrimages are relatively short in length (sometimes only a few

blocks!) and do not include any of the hardships of travelling through vast rural expanses.

Chicago pilgrims do not, in most cases, intentionally harden their journeys by removing shoes or

walking on knees. The most important distinction, however, is that Chicago pilgrimages do not

necessarily have a highly authentic point of culmination. The shrine to Our Lady of San Juan de

los Lagos, being the national representative of the miraculous Madonna, has a relatively high

sacred significance. Our Lady of the New Millennium, however, is a brand new statue and,

though admittedly a spectacle, so far has not been attributed with miracles. The Way of the

Cross pilgrimage, so popular with Pilsen residents, ends at the location of a human enactment.

Finally, the brief procession that is so important to the feast of San Juan de los Lagos, though it

includes the image, is actually circula¡ in nature. This circumambulatory route, along with the

elevation of the image, prompts the use of the word, procession here in place of pítgrimage

though, in the Chicago senses of the words, we see that there are strong similarities between the

two.

rWhy retain the ritual of pilgrimage without retaining similar emphasis on the arrival at

holy sites? The easiest argument would be to suggest that such rituals are empty shadows of

their meaningful predecessors in Mexico. When one allows, however, for the idea that

structurally similar rituals may have varied functions, new potential arises for the pilgrimage

itself. The important point is that pilgrimage is the movement of religion into the streets. In

some cases, like San Juan de los Lagos, the procession involves the actual movement of a sacred

image. More often than not, however, pilgrimages are about p-eople, engaged in religious ritual,
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moving out of the church and into the secular space of the community. And because pilgrimage

in Chicago functions primarily as movement into, through, and out of urban spaces, it

emphasizes a maximum viewership. In many cases the function of pilgrimage extends to include

the pouring out of ritual from Pilsen or other Mexican American neighborhoods into non-

Mexican neighborhoods. In these instances the ritual is as much about cultural visibility as it is

about Catholic religion. Just as the religious imagery scattered throughout the Pilsen and Little

Village neighborhoods works in dual roles of religious and cultural enhancement, so the act of

pilgrimage in Chicago easily becomes a secular statement. The ritual of pilgrima ge creates the

space it walks through; it makes a street volatile,loads it with possibility. Though always with

religious intent, a culturally cohesive group of Mexican Americans walking with purpose

through the urban space of Chicago quickly becomes its own image, its own sign quite capable

of fulfilling a secular agenda.
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Chapter Five
The Image of the Virgin

Popular Catholicism peflneates Pilsen and Little Village. The geography of these

neighborhoods comes to life through religious imagery or, in many cases, through ritual interaction

with residents. Once this geography begins to function on behalf of the community's popular

religion, its components awaken as heterotopias-their spatiality becomes paramount, capable of

subsuming any historic and social classifications. These neighborhood spaces transform sets of

oppositions into sets of relations. They set these relations into a dialectic and in doing so they

"suspect, neufralize, or invert the set of relations that they happen to designate, mirror or reflect"r.

'When popular religion, religion as it is lived by the community, permeates cornmunity space, that

space begins to live and function accordingly.

I would like to turn now to a close look at one image or, as the case may be, one set of

images-- those replications of Our Lady of Guadalupe that are scattered by the thousands

throughout Pilsen, Little Village, and all other Mexican-populated neighborhoods in Chicago. The

image.of Guadalupe dominates both church and street, and her popularity surpasses that of all other

devotional imagery and practice. She is inarguably at the center of popular religion in Mexican

American Chicago. Moreover, the image of Guadalupe herself is a space, imbued with the lives of

her millions of devotees. A close look at how she functions, in both her original and reproduced

forms, and what she signifies to her faithful, is crucial to an understanding of any space

appropriated by popular religion.

I.Intro to the Image

The most important thing to understand about the cult of Our Lady of Guadalupe, whether

in Mexico or the United States, is that the cult centers itself around an actual image. There is no

abstract entity or persona of which the cactus-cloth image in Mexico City exists in specific

reference to. Though the theological person of the Virgin Mary does exist to the faithful, and is

' Michel Foucault. p. 24.
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widely believed to have appeared to Juan Diego, it is only the Virgin-as-appearing-on-cloth that

constitutes Our Lady of Guadalupe. It is only the Virgin-as-appearing-on-cloth that is the provider

of miracles and the Patroness of Mexico. Similar distinctions are necessary in sorting out any of

Catholicism's hundreds of Madonna cults throughout the world. Every Catholic Madonna is in

fact a representation of the Virgin Mary. The Virgin is, in some sense, the a prioripower listening

and working behind all Madonna images. At the same time, however, each Madonna is herself an

original entity with unique powers and functions. Different Madonnas may have radically different

personalities, skills and concerns. Each Madonna exists only through the medium of the unique

artwork that shows her to her devotees. This crucial interdependence of Madonna and Madonna-

image requires reconsideration of the appropriate uses of personifying language; the synthesis has

prompted the unconventional use, in this paper, of the gendered possessive pronoun "her" to

modify the work of art.

David Freedburg's book Power and Image explores the religious significance of imagery,

and the ways an image functions relative to a the devotional rituals of its cult. Freedburg describes

a pilgrimage as follows:

At every stage the image is indispensable, in all its variety. There is the venerated
image at the shrine . . . Along the way a¡e the simpler images, attached to poles and
trees; then come the u.otiye images þy wtrjgtr thanks are registered; and finàlly the
souvenirs we buy and take away with us

This description touches upon a crucial element of Catholic devotional cults: though each cult is

centered upon an original, highly authentic image, reproductions of this image, filling various sizes,

forms and functions, also play a necessary role in sustaining the cult. Thus in Chicago one finds an

intense Guadalupe cult, focused upon her frequent replication. The character and significance of

the original image of Guadalupe, along with the qualities of her reproductions, deserve closer

examination.

The image of Guadalupe which we call "original" is the painting, enshrined in bullet proof

glass just outside of Mexico City, widely-believed to have miraculously appeared on the cloak of
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Juan Diego. The large painting depicts a young woman with black hair, parted at the middle of her

forehead, and skin that has been called everything from gray to olive to brown or even black. She

stands alone upon an uptumed crescent moon, supported by a cherub. Her greenish eyes are cast

in a downward glance, and her hands are joined before her chest in prayer. Her closed lips play

between a smile and a frown; her overall expression is calm and might be described as humble,

pitying or compassionate. She wears a turquoise cloak or mantle in the style of a tilma, adorned

with small gold stars. A maternity band is tied high around her waist. Behind the figure gold rays

shoot outward, as if from a sun.

The features of this painting are regularly memorized by millions of devotees, and

theologians in Mexico and elsewhere teach the significance of every element of the figure. The

minutest details of the painting have been researched at length. In the image's right eye, for

example, is the apparent reflection of a man's head, discernable only with close scrutiny. In the

1950s two ophthalmologists, working separately, examined this image. Both concluded, based on

the opthomological principle of Purkinje-Sanson, that reflections in both eyes were positioned in

perfect correspondence with the curve of a human cornea. This conclusion has been echoed by

other researchers in later decades, and given more weight through the assistance of computer

amplification3. Devotees tend to cite these findings as proof that even the smallest detail of the

image is divinely accurate.

II. Authenticity of Guadalupe and her replications

A. Original image as a reproduction

We can turn to the theory of Roland Barthes in his essays "The Photographic Message"

and i'Rhetoric of the Image" to better understand the incredible significance placed on the details

of the Guadalupe image. Barthes makes a basic distinction between human and mechanical

"analogues of reality." Images created by human hands are necessarily "coded" in the distinct

language of the artist. A painting, while it may hearken to a reality, also carries with it the indelible

2 David Freedburg. Power and Image. p. 100.
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marks of artistic transposition. Furthermore, any painting requires the artist to make the subjective

distinction of what parts of reality are important enough to copy into her worka. Mechanical

analogues of reality, such as photographs and films, on the other hand, imprint a scene without

making apqarent coding distinctions. This lack of artistic coding gives mechanical analogues the

appearance ofrecording reality objectively (though this is not necessarily the case).

The Guadalupe image, though a painting, is understood by her devotees in terms of a

mechanical analogue. Its miraculous appearance gives the painting the merit of exactly, objectively

recording the Virgin as she wanted to appear to the people of Mexico. To the millions of faithful,

the denoted eleme¡ts of the painting are all that matter; they are in a sense the end-all. The image is

Guadalupe exactly; it is impossible that the painting would hide, change, or encode any element of

who the Madonna actually is. The Guadalupe image, however, goes beyond even the limitations of

mechanical analogue. Barthes goes on to explain that a photograph, as mechanical analogue,

establishes "spatial immediacy" and "temporal anteriority", or the sense of being "there-then"

and "here-no'w." He clarifies this saying that, therefore, a photograph is never misunderstood in

terms of an illusion or presences. This theory falls apart when we consider the Guadalupe image.

The Guadalupe image is both a reproduction and its originaL Though distinctly an image,

Guadalupe continues to exist and function through the medium of the painting. The "there-then"

is successfully transported and sustained in the "here-now." The image, though itself something of

a mechanical analogue, is imbued with the presence of the Madonna herself. Freedburg speaks to

this in his book when he suggests that the "sign has become a living embodiment of what it

signifies"6. We might ask if such a "living" sign provides an answer to the question posed by

Barthes, at the beginning of "Rhetoric of the Image," as the crux at the center of image semiotics:

"can analogical representation (the 'copy') produce true systems of signs and not merely simple

agglutinations of symbols?"?.

'Smith. pp. 79-83.
" Roland Barthes. "Rhetoric of the Image." Image-Music-Text. p.43.
t rbid. p. ++
" Freedburg. p. 28.
' Barthes. p. 32'
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B. Replication of the image

'We have then, in Our Lady of Guadalupe, an image that is (l) a mechanical analogue

capturing the Madonna as she wished to appear to the people of Mexico and (2) imbued with the

lingering, living presence of that Madonna and thus both miraculous and unique in the world. How

does this apply to the cult of Guadalupe as it permeates the space, through image and ritual, of

Mexican Catholicism in Chicago? The original image has never been brought into the States, and

while many immigrants in Chicago have probably at one time made the pilgrimage to her shrine in

Mexico, there are others that have not and may never have the opportunity. Likewise, many of the

second or even third generation Mexican Americans in Pilsen and Little Village venerate the image

without ever having seen the original. Sustaining the image's cult in Chicago is a multitude of

reproductions; some are mechanical replications that seem to correspond exactly to the original,

many others are stylized representations. Exact and stylized copies fill church and secular spaces

alike. The main altar of St. Francis of Assisi is adorned with an artist's depiction of the image as it

appeared on Juan Diego's cloak. Our Lady of Guadalupe parish has both a mechanical

reproduction above the main altar, and a small framed version of the image with dark, almost black

skin on the back wall of the church. And on the streets of any of the Mexican neighborhoods one

will find replications, some simplified, others embellished, spanning all degrees of accuracy to the

original.

Walter Benjamin considers the effect of replication on art in his essay "The Work of Art in

the Age of Mechanical Reproduction." His is a Mamist critique and, like Barthes, he writes about

the consequences of mechanical mediums of replication,particularly film. Benjamin is particularly

interested in the decay of authenticity, or the "aura," of a singular work of art. He defines the

authenticity of a thing as "the essence of all that is transmissible from its beginning, ranging from

its substantive duration to its testimony to the history which it has experienced"s. This authenticity

immediately falls into jeopardy once reproduction, particularly mechanical reproduction, becomes

' Walter Benjamin. "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction." Illuminations. p.221
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possible. He argues that "the presence of the original is the prerequisite to the concept of

authenticity"e, and that "Even the most perfect reproduction of a work of art is lacking in one

element: its presence in time and space, its unique existence at the place where it happens to be"r0.

He therefore understands the extinction of the aura to be inevitable in the "age of mechanical

reproduction," particularly with the advent of film and the alienation of even the acting subject

through the intervention of the lens.

Following this argument, the mass replication of Guadalupe in Chicago and elsewhere is

slowly sapping the aura of the original image. Indeed Benjamin focuses his argument specifically

on art that is the basis of cult and ritual. He talks about cultic art in archaic terms, as if it were long

dead:

Artistic production begins with ceremonial objects destined to serve in a cult. One
may assume that what mattered was their exisience, not their being in viewrr,

. . having already concluded that the very idea of mechanical reproduction implies the decline of

both cult and ritual:

. . For the first time in world history, mechanical reproduction emancipates the work
of art from its parasitical dependence of ritual".

Benjamin understands reproduction as the antithesis to a devotional, or cult, ritual such a

pilgrimage. Rather than compelling devotees to participate in ritual in order to honor or otherwise

interact with the original image, mass reproduction encourages the same people to instead bring the

image comfortably into their lives. With replications around every corner, ritual emphases on the

original become obsolete. Like a good Marxist, Benjamin points to this movement as indication of

a popularly increased "sense of the universal equality of all things"r3.

t lbid. o.220
'o rbid.
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Benjamin's theory of authenticity is important to this discussion; we have already used

similar language to understand the constitution of "sacred" spaces. Different replications do

indeed have different levels of religious authenticity, often determined by their proximity to, or

history in regards to, the highly authentic original. However his argument is problematic in the

context of the aura of the image of Guadalupe, and how mass replication (often mechanical) affects

this aura. The problem is glaring in the following exceqpted passage:

Painting is in no position to present an object for simultaneous collective
experience- this circumstance . . . Does ðonstitute a serious threat as soon as
painting . . . Is confronted directly by the massesto.

Obviously Benjamin wants to speak to the elite and individualistic requirements for the

appreciation of "high" art, or the aesthetic representatives of the cult of beauty. He readily

contrasts the painting against the film that allows public masses to all participate as "absént-minded

examiners." He seems unaware, however, of the Guadalupaen phenomenon in Mexico City and the

structure of its counterpart in the States. The cultic signifîcance of Guadalupe, rather than imply

something secret, esoteric, or otherwise hidden, is entirely dependent on the popular visibility of the

image, both in its original and replicated forms. Rather than being threatened by mass viewing,

Guadalupe glorifies in it. The original image still provides comfort and cures to the thousands of

pilgrims that flock to it. Meanwhile its reproductions, though unable to trace the same miraculous

history of the original, all offer some level of comfort or protection to the taithful. Furthermore

these reproductions advertise the prowess of the original, and the image in Mexico now receives

pilgrims of different ethnicities from all over the world. In Pilsen and Little Village the cult of

Guadalupe is basically, in terms of imagery, a cult of replications. These reproductions both serve

as valuable reminders of the original image in Mexico, and step into new roles unique to the

immigrant experience in Chicago. Rather than decay her aura, the mechanical reproduction of

Guadalupe has propagated her cult all over the world, and expanded it to include a huge variety of

agendas.

'o lbid. pp.234-35
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III. Changing connotations of Guadalupe

Every mechanical cir photographic replication of Guadalupe necessarily shares denotative,

surface characteristics with the original image. Each shows the figure of a woman. Each shows a

woman with relatively dark features. Each shows a woman with a cloak covering her head and a

band tied high at her waist. Various human replications of the image will also almost always share

these characteristics, though with some flexibility. Colors may be consciously or unconsciously

altered, some parts of the image may be emphasized while other parts are omitted from the copy.

Nevertheless the denotative qualities of.Guadalupe are important to making each image identifiable,

powerful, unmistakably Guadalupaen. The phenomenal potential of Guadalupe images however,

rests in the connotative power of her images. Indeed this connotative potential is the basis for her

cult in the United States. To better understand the broad connotative functions of denotatively

similar images we must turn our discussion again to Barthes.

In his essay "The Photographic Message,'o Barthes explains that any mechanical

reproduction, in which the surface characteristics are accepted as authentic, is still "read" with

discemment by a viewer. Every denotative element of an image-- the face, the clothing, the

coloring-= is "connected more or less consciously by the public that consumes it to a traditional

stock or dictionary of signs"1s. Connotation determines exactly what these signs signify. This

means that every denotative element of an image also has connotative, or secondary, latent and

symbolic meanings in the mind of the viewer. These connotative meanings are idiosyncratic or at

least culturally unique; a viewer's distinct background and cultural language will inevitably

influence how he or she reads an image like Guadalupe. This means that, while the denotative

qualities of Guadalupe have remained consistent over five centuries, her connotative qualities of

always in flux. This fluidity encourages wide contemporary translation of the image, and lengthy

instruction as to its meaning. Take, for instance, the explanation of Guadalupe's mantle, as

provided in a handout from the pastoral-affiliated Mexican American Cultural Center:

ts Roland Barthes. "The Photographic Message." Image-Music-Text. p. 19
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The predominant color in the Image's mantle is turquoise, the blue-green color
reserved for the great god Omecihuatl. Although the Indians had many
"intermediary gods," Omecihuatl was considered the supreme god. It was a
mother-father god who sometimes was represented as a man and sometimes as a
woman. It was a source of unity for everything that exists'0.

The Mexican American Cultural Center asks people who view the image to see not just a blue

mantle; they encourage viewers to read in this mantle the lingering presence of the Aztec pantheon,

and the suggestion of a hermaphroditic supreme god.

A singular image can embody any number of connotative messages; indeed even a single

person can easily understand it in more than one way. In "Rhetoric of the Image" Barthes writes

that "It is as though the image presented itself to the reading of several different people who can

perfectly well co-exist in a single individual: the one lexia mobilizes different lexicons"rT. He

identifies the idiolect of any person as being made up of a unique combination of these lexicons.

Thus we have multiple lexicons in a single idiolect, and a multitude of idiolects comprising any

community of people. This then leaves us face to face a Guadalupe that seems to live, producing

the countless messages that inspire and drive members of her cult, in Chicago and elsewhere.

Barthes theory might also speak to others among the variety of images and rituals replicated in

Chicago and discussed in earlier chapters as components of religious space. Consider, for instance,

the connotative potential of frequently replicated rituals such as the Eucharistic celebration and

pilgrimages, or objects such as devotional candles or photographs of the deceased.

The last thing to briefly re-stress, before turning from this theoretical framework to a discussion of

specifics, is the necessity of understanding and discussing popular religion from the perspective of

the participant. If, as in this thesis, one looks at popular religion in terms of the imagery and ritual

of which it is comprised, she will only find half the story in the intention of the Church or other

establishing authority. Barthes explains this:

tl Mexican American Cultural Center. "The Image of Our Lady of Guadalupe." Pamphlet.
r7 Barthes. "Rhetoric of the lmage )' p. 46.
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The language of the image is not merely the totality of utterances emitted (for
example at the level of combinor of signs or creator of the message), it is also the
totality of utterances received: the language must include the 'suprises' of
meaniigt*. Q

These "suprises of meaning" in the Guadalupe message, for instance, are capable both of

delighting and distressing authoritative structures such as the Chicago archdiocese. They are,

however, as much a part of the image's language as is the more conventional message of Guadalupe

as the mother of Christ. Every devotee's interpretation(s), no matter how far out, contribute to the

language of the image and enter the mix of meaning that sustains her cult.

IV. The face of the cult: Mexico to Chicago

The cult of Guadalupe in contemporary Mexico is flourishing. Fr. Foley of St. Agnes

parish, looking back on his own ministerial experience in Mexico, went so far as to suggest to me

that Guadalupe is the people of Mexico's "mother, their conversion, their whole soul"re. This

statement, though dramatic, is not entirely unwarranted; within her native country the image of

Guadalupe has adopted many levels of intense significance, religious and otherwise. Contemporary

Guadalupaen devotion in Mexico certainly deserves its own careful discussions, and in recent years

it has received some of attention it deserves2o. To limit this thesis's consideration of Guadalupe to

Chicago, however, is by no means to ignore the brunt energy of the Mexican cult in lieu of a

watered down, peripheral counterpart. The cult of Guadalupe in the United States, particularly

Chicago, is active and highly visible. In fact Fr. Garrido of St. Adalbert parish, himself a native of

Mexico City, informed me that he has never seen devotion to Our Lady of Guadalupe as intensely

practiced as in Chicago". Every priest I encountered in the Pilsen and Little Village neighborhoods

seemed to have a different opinion on the primary drive behind Guadalupaen devotion in the city.

There were discrepancies in their ideas about cult demographics and, of course, devotional motive.

Common among all these clergy, however, was a struggle to verbally clarify through our interviews

tt lbid. o. 47
'o Folev.' Personal Interview.
'o See tum"r. Also, Virgil Elizon do. Guadalupe: Mother of the New Creation
"' Rev. Alex Garrido, personal Interview, l2 July 2000.
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the phenomenal levels of devotion to the Madonna, so distinctly characterizing the Catholicism of

their parishioners.

The visual prominence of Guadalupean replications is at the center of the image's cult in

Chicago. Devotees are eager to encounter her in both church and secular spaces; the variety of

replicated images on the street and in homes is indication of the especially strong devotional drive

toward establishing the image's presence in dayto-day life. The visibility of the image consistently

functions on the levels of both the individual and the community; there was some discrepancy in the

opinions of the priests I talked to as to whether Guadalupe is better positioned high above the main

altar of the church, or closer to the pews and the people. Some priests indicated that parishioners

would grow offended if she was situated high and away from the pews, since a more shrine-like set

up allows her to spatially reflect her role of identifying with the common people, and allows greater

devotional interaction via candles, flowers, etc. Others, however, suggested that, since Guadalupe is

a unifying presence in the community, her central visibility over the main altar is crucial. These

priests, including Fr. Niehaus, speculated that parishioners would grow offended if Guadalupe was

þrought down and positioned within in a shrine.

The power of Guadalupe to unify is specifically strong in immigrant communities. In

Mexico the image has risen as a symbol of unity at various times, usually when mestizo people are

threatened by an outside force and find cause to clarify and empower their cortmon indigenous

origins. Though pilgrims from every state in Mexico will travel to Guadalupe annually, regular

religious practice in Mexico tends to remain more localized. Every state, often even a small town,

has its own patron saint or Madonna. An example of this is San Juan de Los Lagos in Jalisco.

Traditionally members of a town, though poor, will spend exorbitant amounts of money to flood

their saint with attention upon its feast duy". In Chicago, however, residents from many states live

together in a tight urban space, and the image of Guadalupe supplants the many more local icons.

Though residents still move to locate themselves within state-oriented communities, they do so

under lavish attention for a common image. During Guadalupe's novena celebration at Our Lady

" Ibid.
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of Guadalupe church, for instance, people with roots in different states will attend novena mass on

different nights. This both reflects the feast in Mexico City, during which pilgrirns from different

towns arrive together, and allows the singular image the dual function of sustaining both localized

ties within the new neighborhood, and the entire community unit within Chicago.

Guadalupe in Chicago also adopts specific significance within intra-generational groups.

Pilsen, Little Village, and the other Mexican American neighborhoods of Chicago are made up of

first, second, even third or fourth generation Mexican Americans. Because immigration between

Mexico and Chicago is still substantial, it is impossible to determine first-generation immigrants by

age. There are a significant number of young immigrants, particularly men, arriving in Pilsen in

sea¡ch of work from Mexico or the borderlands. Though similar in age and ethnicity, these young

people tend to approach Guadalupe far differently than their contemporaries, born as American

citizens in Chicago from immigrant parents. Young people recently transplanted from Mexico, men

and women alike, have high church attendance rates. Second or third generation youth, however, are

much less likely to attend church regularly. While their lack of church attendance worries

neighborhood clergy, many second-generation youth continue to devote themselves to Guadalupe.

More than one priest has commented to me on the great honor to the Virgin that is evident among

younger generations. At times this devotion seems almost completely unconnected to Catholicism

in any broader sense; evidence of this is the neighborhood teenager that actively dislikes church and

does not attend, but brags to the priest that his Virgencita protected him from the gang-related bullet

wounds that he received23.

While Guadalupe may represent the Catholicism of Mexico for new immigrants, providing

the security of cultural continuity within an foreign environment, her function ¿rmong second or

third generation Mexican Americans must be different. For an American youth born of Mexican

parents, Guadalupe functions in a role of cultural clarification that has little to do with the Catholic

Church. Second generation Mexican Americans face an obvious challenge of self-identification,

being neither of Mexico (in nationality) nor of the United States (in culture). Theirs is the mestizo

23 Keehan, personal interview
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paradox-- both Spanish and Indian-- thrown into further flux. They face cultural tension stemming

from the music they listen to, the clothing they wear, the friends they have. They are expected to

both "act American" and remain true to their Mexican heritage, to simultaneously act as

ambassadors for both countries. They exist somewhere between two native tongues-- Spanish and

English, with the added knowledge that some preterit, indigenous tongue was already lost to their

ancestors. Most have never even seen the landscape that is their heritage. Guadalupe offers a

means of cultural identification for second or third generation Mexican Americans; one that is both

true to Mexican cultural heritage and flexible to the Chicago experience. InVirgencitawilllove her

children unconditionally, whether or not they go to church, whether they speak English or Spanish

to their friends, even if they are sucked into the gang violence that remains prevalent in Pilsen and

Little Village. As a mestiza, Guadalupe easily signifies mestizaje in every sense of the word. She

readily stands as a continuous image, but with room to maintain the sort of mixed-up significance

necessary for Mexican American youth in contemporary Chicago.

V. Guadalupe and Women: A Closer Look

The variety of ways in which Guadalupe is honored in Chicago indicates the range of

significance she holds for different members of a community unified under her image. Though she

function as a culturally-oriented point of community identification, the full potential of Guadalupe

lies in the significant positions she holds in the lives of individuals based on their own idiolects,

unique even within a culturally cohesive community. It is evident by now that the image carries

different significance in Chicago than it does in Mexico. The image also, however, might mean

different things to two members of the same neighborhood, depending on their age, their sex, their

birthplace, or other components affecting their ideolect. The functional potential of Guadalupe

might actually be very different for two people that have similar cultural backgrounds. Some of the

most interesting interpretations of the image, particularly in immigrant communities, stem from her

denotatively female characteristics. Along with her dark complexion and indigenous clothing, men

and women alike have dwelt upon Guadalupe's womanhood. In Mexico, Guadalupe is the primary
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female image in a culture that has long dissolved womanhood into the mythic dichotomy of the Ia

Virgen and la chingada. La Virgencita and Ia chingada are dichotic figures. Both, however, are

symbols of motherhood in Mexico. In Chingadais the victim of violation. Octavio Paz works

with the definition of the term in "The Sons of Malinche." She writes:

The word has sexual connotations but it is not a synonym for the sexual act: one my
chingar a woman without actually possessing her. And when it does allude to the
sexuãl act, violation or deception gives it a pãrticular shading. The man who
commits it never does so with the consent of the chingada. Chingar, then, is to do
violence to another. The verb is masculine, active, cruel: it stings, wounds, gashes,
stains. And it provokes a bitter, resentful satisfaction2 .

The myth of la chingada deeply permeates Mexican history. It consistently speaks to entities

violated by new "masculine" forces. In her essay "Coatlalopeuh, She Who Has Dominion Over

Serpents," Gloria Anzaldúa recalls the Aztec dichotomizing of indigenous deities:

The male-dominated Azteca-Mexica culture drove the powerful female deities
underground by giving them monstrous attributes andby substituting male deities in
their place, thus splitting the female Self and the female ileities. They divided her
who had been complete, who possessed both upper (light) and underworld (dark)
asp-ec,!-s-. Coatlicue, the Serpent goddess, and her more sinister aspects, Tlazotlteotl

. and Cihuacoatl,-were "darkened" and disempowered much in thè same manner as
the Indian Katfs.

The Nahuatl goddess Tonantzin, who Guadalupe is traditionally tied to, represents the good

mother already separated from the darker aspects of herself.

In modern history, Ia chingada refers to the indigenous people violated by colonial Spain.

When Cortés arrived in Mexico he took an Indian consort, a fifteen,year-old slave named Doña

Maria. Though she is la chingada, Maria is also known as la Malinche, thetraitor. Legend

attributes her with predicting the fate of herself and her people, saying "Vy'e will be conquered, but

a new people will be born of us and the Spaniards"26. Doña Maria, both /a chingøda andla

Malinche, personifies the violent possession of the country by the Conquistadors. Mestizajes, as

sons and daughters of la chingada / ta Malinche, racially represent the forced, illegitimate coupling

of Spanish and indigenous blood. Thus, while Mexico is a Catholic country, filled with images of

'o Octavio Paz. "The Sons of La Malinche." Goddess of the Americas. p. 201.tt Gloria Anzaldua. "Coatlalopeuh: She Who Has Dominion Over Serpeñts." Goddess of the Americas. p. 52
'u Andrés Guerrero. A Chicaio Theologt..p. 113.
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Virgins and the ethics of chastity, there is an equally persistent myth of the violated woman. The

myth of la chingadahas altemately been a source of shame and empowerment for la raTa;Paz

sums this up well, writing ihat "All of our anxious tensions express themselves in a phrase we use

when anger, joy or enthusiasm cause us to exalt our condition as Mexic ans: ' ¡Viva México, hijos de

Ia chingada!"'27.

This m¡hic dichotomy-- woman as either virgin or violated-- is a great challenge for real

women to live against. I"a chingada is also translated by some as 'the whore'. As one priest

speculated in our conversation, a society that honors female images may still treat women at the

bottom of the social strata very poorly28. In a society where Virgins dot the landscape and are

celebrated as the ideal of womanhood, real women are readily thrown into the despicable category

of la chingada. How do women, then, embark upon a personal relationship with these impeccable

models of femininity? In both Mexico and the United States, the image of Guadalupe is popularly

classified by women as both virgin and mother. Many women in Chicago adhere closely to the

traditional, Church-authenticated significance of Guadalupe's motherhood. Others, however,

understand Guadalupe in less conventional ways. TVhile Guadalupe's motherhood is immaculate

for some, for others it is the grounds from which Guadalupe is sympathetic to the complex lives of

actual women, and capable of bridging the mythic dichotomy.

A. Guadalupe as Mother: Take 1

For many people in the Mexican American communities of Chicago, both women and men,

the image of Guadalupe functions as a protectress of both the people and the faith that they have

brought with them from Mexico. As a mother Guadalupe is most concerned with the lives of all her

children, and will readily intervene as needed. Her image is used by proJife groups in the city such

as EI Ministerio Internacional de los Ayudantes de los Preciosos Infantes de Dios at protests

outside of abortion clinics in the city. In a recent article in Chicago Católico,the monthly Spanish-

" Paz. o. 199.
2t Keehan, personal interview
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language newspaper of the archdiocese, Guadalupe is credited with saving the life of an infant,

Viviana, whose parents were about to have her aborted. The reporter, Beatnz Castro, writes:

Sus padres (que desean perlnanecer en el anonimato) experimentaron la conversión
de sus corazones al escuchar rezar el Rosario y ver la imagen de la Virgen de
Guadalupe afuera de la clínica de abortos donde la pequeña Viviana encontraría la
muerte2e.

The parents (who asked to remain anonymous) experienced th,e conversion of their
hearts upon hearing the praying of the Rosary and seeing the image of Guadalupe
outside of the abortion clinic where the little Vivianawould encounter her death.

Later in the article the woman who intervened with the image of the Virgin is quoted:

. .el milagro fue la Virgen de Guadalupe y el Rosario porque basto que ellos vieran
la imagen de la Virgen y escucharon el Rosario para que sus corazones.qe
conritieran después de atender el llamado de la Patrona de las Américas3o.

The miracle was the Virgin of Guadalupe and the Rosary, because ít was enough
for them to have seen the image of the Virgin and heard the Rosary-- so that their
hearts would melt afier hearing the call of the Patroness of the Americas.

It is with ease that the image of Guadalupe, as a symbol of motherhood, functions within the pro-

life agenda of the Catholic Church. Likewise, in as far as Guadalupe and all Madonnas are

symbols of virginity, they readily serve as an examples for young women. At Our Lady of Tepeyac

and other parishes in Pilsen and Little Village, the virgin is called upon to intercede as a young

woman comes of age at her Quinceañera:

The young person must have the proper preparation before the celebration of this
event, so that an awareness of the significance of being a YOUNG CATHOLIC
HISPANIC WOMAN is understood and reflected upon. This is all done through
the intercession of the Blessed Mother, Mary3r.

As a young woman comes of age through the intercession of the Virgin, she is expected to develop

a close and personal relationship with her. The clergy.n.ourug. this in hopes that the Virgin,

Guadalupe or othenvise, will become both a role model and a source of strength and security. The

relationships of Mexican American women in Chicago to the image of Guadalupe are indeed highly

personal. Sometimes these relationships, however, are a bit different than those encouraged by the

2e^BeatrizCastro. 
"Viviana, una milagro que demuestra el poder de la oración ." Chicago Católico,July 2000. p. 7

30 otd. in lbid.
3r 'Quinceañeras at Our Lady of Tepeyac Parish." Pamphlet.
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Church. While the Guadalupe image encompasses a chaste, pro-life agenda, Guadalupe is also a

\ryoman and just as readily functions on behalf of real women facing the complexities of the world.

B. Guadalupe as Mother: Take 2

Ana Castillo was bom of Mexican immigrant parents and raised on the near West Side of

Chicago. Today she is a well-published author, still living in the city. In 1996 she published

Goddess of the Americas, an anthology of essays reflecting on the Virgin of Guadalupe.

Contributors to the book include men and women. Many are Hispanic and Catholic, others are

neither. The essays reflect wildly different backgrounds and encounters with the Virgin; Church

authorities would praise some of these encounters while undoubtedly decrying others as heretical.

As Castillo writes in her own introduction, however, they all "have in common respect for Her and

Her power over the social and spiritual lives of millions"32. The Anzaldúa and Paz essays

mentioned above are part of this selection; other essays bear such titles as "Tonantzin,"

"Guadalupe the Sex Goddess," and "Forgive Me, Mother, for My Crazy Life." Especially

pertinent to our discussion here is Castillo's own contribution to the anthology, an essay entitled

"Extraordinarily Woman" that rernembers her own Chicago childhood.

Castillo remembers the presence of the Guadalupe in her household when she was a child.

Her grandmother, a curandera or healer, used the image as the centerpiece for her curative rituals;

rituals that also included devotional candles, holy water, a broom (called "san Martin's wand"),

and eggs. Castillo recollects the image's place above the altar in the living room:

Quite naturally, I believed then that this pious place was Her home; that this
beautiful Indian woman with the enigmatic gaze ,was Mother God. God the Father
was absent, though like the men in my family, who were often shadowy and silent,
He nevertheless was the ultimate authority".

The author goes on to recount the anival of her teenage cousin, Berta, from Laredo. She

remembers the whispering among the women of the household, the rumors of Berta as a "young

fertile female out of control," and the seven day candle, devoted to Guadalupe, that the author was

" Ana Castillo. Inhoduction. Goddess of the Americas. p.xxi.

" Ibid. "Extraordinarily Woman." Goddess of the Americas. p.74
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sent to the grocery store to obtain for the procedure, or Berta's "cure." It is only long after Berta's

return to Laredo that Castillo understands the procedure as abortion. Even as a child, however, she

realized the important role of Guadalupe in all "cures" and interventions in the private lives of the

women around her. In her essay, Castillo concludes:

When Our Mother is seen only as the one-dimensional Mary of modem times,
instead of the great dual force of life and death, She is relegated to the same second-
class status of most women in the world. She is without desires of Her own,
selfless and sexless except for Her womb. She is the cook, the mistress, bearer and
caretaker of children and men. . .lVe do what we must to protect and provide for our
young, our families, our tribes. Because of our humility, we call upon her privately,
quietly in prayer, from our kitchens and bedrooms, as if She had more important
matters to tend to besides those of a mother, of all mothers, besides those of any
ordinarv woman-- when no woman born who knows herself could ever be
ordinary34.

Castillo takes the reader inside the privacy of her childhood home, where Guadalupe

functions as an extraordinarily immediate intercessor in the lives of the women there. She traces

her devotion to Guadalupe as emerging during these formative years. The private lives of women

are too complex to be satisfactorily served by an image that simply denotes mother or virgin. Real

women cannot thrive under the dichotomy of Ia Virgen / la chingada. Guadalupe, however, is

capable of erasing this dichotomy, and for that she is loved by many. To Castillo and the women of

her family, Guadalupe is pertinent because she is not the "one-dimensional Mary of modern

times"; she has as many layers as the women that she intercedes on behalf of. In her image, there

is both the mother of God and a pregnant Indian trvoman; laVirgen speaks in the voice of /ø

chingada. Guadalupe is always a loving mother, but as such she is also flexible to the patterns of

life and death, sexuality and chastity, church and secular, that are actualized in the lives of Mexican

American women.

The image of Guadalupe is called by many names in both Mexico and the United States.

She is la reina, Ia morena, Ia Virgencita, Guadalupe-Tonantzin, nuestra madre and Ia Patrona de

las Américas. At times she can recover the "dark" side removed from herself long ago, before she

existed even, and represent Coatlalopeuh, Ia chingada, or even la Malinche. Neither this
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abundance of titles, however, nor the abundance of Guadalupean imagery scattered throughout the

streets of Pilsen and Little Village, can begin to indicate the range of significan." ihu, she holds for

members of her cult in Chicago. To a young immigrant she will mean one thing, to his

contemporary born in the states she will mean another, to a middle-age woman or a person of non-

Mexican ethnicity she might mean something entirely different. These varied meanings, however,

are joined under her image-- coÍrmon across Mexico and Chicago, and distinct in all the world. A

Guadalupano or Guadalupana, a devotee to Guadalupe, is definable only in terms of the image that

he or she reveres, never by any pervading symbolism behind the image. There is, however, a

characteristic of the image that pervades its myriad signified potential. Guadalupe ¡s mestiza. She

is an amalgamation of races and cultures. She is both Spanish and Indian, Aztec and Catholic, l¿

Virgen and la chingada. In Chicago she is further the mestizaje, both Mexican and American,

Catholic and secular, traditional and contemporary, restrictive and liberating for those who love her.

The mestiza figure leaves room for a full range of interpretative possibilities.

Among her many other functions, Guadalupe is the figurehead of Mexican American

Catholicism. No one spending time in Pilsen or Little Village would argue otherwise. The

flexibility of the Guadalupe image, as it is popularly understood in Chicago, indicates a great deal

about other, less prolific images and rituals that pervade and create the space of Mexican American

neighborhoods. Guadalupe, as a denotatively mesti zajeimage,is an apt point of unity for an

immigrant community in such flux. Other images and rituals, however, are also capable of

propagating different agendas within the community; any statue, devotional object, mass or festival

is consistently functioning on many levels. The religious space of Mexican American Chicago, for

all its vividness and drama, is pregnant with shifting, tacitrneaning.

'o lbid. p. 7g
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Chapter 6
Conclusion

Because real spaces can tug at people and influence history, they also play an importart role

in the discourses of power that run through any society. Foucault recognizes this in his essay

"space,Power,Knowledge."Inthisessayheatteststothesociallyprovocativenatureof

arterations in inhabited spatial compositions, citing the architectural example of chimneys moving

inside houses during the Middle Ages, and the changes in social structure that came about as a

direct result,. He contends, however, that architecture can only provoke social change in as far as it

is already embedded in a discourse with the society and created as a resurt of this discourse. He

writesofthemovementofthechimneyindoorsthat:

';;i:itråäTfff H:i#ffii?ffiå:iî,Yöläli',Lr,iiåîsffii'å"å;xnuence
developed and aoaptË'åI;il#;iu"Ën in rhe play and strategy of human

relations somethtng;ii¿h tended in that direction"''

Powerandknowledgeareperpetuatedthroughthediscoursebetweenpeopleandspace;space

- might function as a tool justifying containment (through prisons and asylums) or colonization

(through government and educational institutions established by a coronizing culture). Space is

never, however,/z ndamentallyoppressive' The samç spaces are always capable of reinterpretation

in a post-containment or post-colonial context'

Becausespacesareabletoperpetuatepowerandarecapableofshiftingbetweenthetypes

ofpowertheysupport,theyareparticularlydelicatefactorsinthepowerdynamicsofanysocial

structure, including the cathoric community of chicago. Foucault cites priests, along with doctors'

prison wardens, judges and psychiatists, as people who are particulady important to the field of

power relations. The priests currently ministering to chicago's Mexican American community are

in a particularly interesting and crucial position relative to the popular religious space created and

maintained in the neighborhoods of their ministry. As the representatives of clerical catholicisrir

t Michel Foucault. "Space, Power, Know ledge." The Culturat Studies Reader' p'140'

'Ibid. p. l4l.
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most closely associated with the populous, priests wield a unique power over that community's

religious space. They have both the financial means (often times) to assist in spatial structuring,

and authority to grant religious spaces Catholic authenticity. As we have already seen' however' the

popular religion practiced by residents of Mexican American neighborhoods does not always agree

with catholicism as the church promotes it. At times priests in the community find themselves in

an ambiguous, difficult position, capable of promoting power through space, but torn between

loyalty to two possible sources of power-- the popular religion of their parishioners and their

superiors in the Catholic Church.

Every priest I interviewed positioned himself a bit differently between the regulations of the

archdiocese and the concerns of his parishioners. one priest informed me that the archdiocese,

under the current leadership of Archbishop Cardinal George, is doing "a hell of a lot" for the

city,s Mexican American population, citing the requirements that all priests spend at least fiu" y"a"

in inner-city parishes, and that all priests ministering in Mexican American parishes know Spanish

fluently3. Another priest lamented that the city's Mexican American churches do not receive

adequate annual grants from the bishops, especially compared to churches ministering to other

minority groups that,,raise their voice louder," particularly African Americansa. He complained

that his own church, with a membership in the thousands, only receives $28,000 annually' He

qualified his complaint, however, admitting that the archdiocese does do a good job emphasizing a

bilingual ministry, and said that any lingering cultr¡ral insensitivity is actually on the level of the

larger American organization of archdioceses, which is reluctant to approve liturgical books from

other countries, thus making it difficult to obtain good liturgical books in spanish for events like

weddings.

Fr. Garrido of st. Adalbert's parish told me an especially interesting anecdote regarding the

relationship of the archdiocese to the popular religion of their Mexican American members. In

1999, the feast of Guadalupe fell on a Sunday. The archdiocese issued a letter to all its parishes,

reminding them that the sunday Eucharist took precedence over all other celebrations. The letter

3 Keehan, personal interview.
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further instructed that parishes should refrain from all celebrations on that day, and make only brief

mention of the feast day duriqg the regular mass. According to Fr. Guerrido, almost no one paid

attention to the letter; the only priests that did were those who were "out of touch with the

religiosity of their parishioners." ultimately even cardinal George ignored the official stance of the

archdiocese, attending feast celebrations at one of the Pilsen-area churches. Fr. Guerrido ended the

story surmising that the "official" stance of the archdiocese is "stupid"s.

The Archdiocese of Chicago is aware of the critical role of space in propagating religion,

and has traditionally worked to maintain the catholic space in chicago under its jurisdiction' This

was evident earlier in the century, in cardinal Mundelein's reluctance to open national parishes,

which tended to fall under the cultural jurisdiction of their parishioners as well as the "universally"

catholic authority of the archdiocese. The hesitancy to release space from its jurisdiction was still

evident this summer in the archdiocese's reluctance to sanction Our Lady of the New Millennium,

an image that, though unmistakably Catholic, was privately commissioned and materialized the

larger-thanlife Marian emphasis of several of the city's ethnic variations on Catholicism' Today,

however, the statue has received the archdiocese's full approval. Her schedule for the year

(featuring appearances at dozens of churches, primarily in either Polish or Mexican neighborhoods)

is now featured on the Internet homepage for the archdiocese

The increased cultural sensitivity of the archdiocese, featuring this partial release of religious

space to popular sovereignty, has largely occuned under the direction of Archbishop cardinal

Bemadine and, particularly, Archbishop cardinal George. cardinal Bernadine appointed the first

Hispanic auxiliary bishop and refused to publish the liturgical mass in English until he was able to

publish it in Spanish and Polish also6. Early in his career, Cardinal George was in charge of a

small diocese in Washington State, comprised largely of migrant workers from Mexico' Since

coming to chicago he has repeatedly shown sensitivity toward the cultural catholicism of the many

Mexican Americans in his archdiocese. He has traveled to Mexico, engaging clergy from the

o Maloney, personal interview.
t Garrido, personal interview.
u Rodriguez, personal interview.
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country to come to chicago to minister for a few years. He has established an unprecedented

relationship with the archbishop of Mexico city. In December of 2000 cardinal George made his

own pilgrimage to Mexico city to join 13 million catholics, mainly Mexican, for the feast of

Guadalupe, becoming the first u.s. Prelate to ever do so. 200 members of his archdiocese

accompanied him on the trip?. Though much of the popularly religious space in neighborhoods

like pilsen and Little Village remains unsanctioned by the Church, the general approach of Cardinal

George has been to grant his own tacit approval and, to a slightly lesser extent, the approval of the

archdiocese, to the culturally-unique elements of catholicism in ethnic neighborhoods, provided

these spatial elements do not contradict components of Church doctrine'

ByapprovingelementsofreligiousspaceCardinalGeorgeisonlysanctioningthosespaces

in as far as they function in some sort of support of the church' once images and rituals are

allowed, created or maintained through the Church, however, they exist as real spaces and are

capable of alternately functioning on behalf of both the church and smaller, alternatively affiliated

communities. Thus Marian images, whether our Lady of the New Millennium or the range of

Guadalupe replications receiving recent support from the church, fill actual points of geography

and subsequently offer themselves via denotative characteristics that can be variously interpreted

and utilized by the communities of people that "inhabit" them. Just as a plantation house built as a

tool of colonial oppression might be structurally reinterpreted and re-appropriated by the formerly

colonized in a post-colonial light, so a ritual or image, once it creates a space, opens itself up to a

succession of interPretations.

once a space is established as real, functioning in the world, it begins to move through the

characteristics that history and culture have assigned to it. This is the case with each of the religious

spaces that comprise chicago,s Mexican American neighborhoods. These spaces mrght be church

interiors, created by older European immigrant communities and re-appropriated by their

contemporary Mexican American inhabitants. The spaces might be city streets religiously created

, Theresa puente. *As faithful begin Mexico pilgrimage, virgin of Guadalupe becomes focus"' chicago Tribune'

12 December 2000. Sec 4, P' I
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through rituals such as mass and pilgrimage, or private living rooms decorated by alarcitas. They

might be devotional objects brought into the church from the street, or replications of Guadalupe on

walls and in windows. Each of these, as spatial components of community, move and function on

behalf of their inhabitants, fulfilling as many purposes as there are coÍtmunities inhabiting the

space and appropriating it as their own. Thus a singular space, denotatively secure and

architecturally sound, may use its geographic prominence to speak on behalf of a universal Catholic

Church, while at the same time promoting both cultural ties to Mexico and the distinct experience of

an immigrant minority in Chicago, all the while still retaining room to function on behalf of the

idiolectical agenda of a given individual.

Popular religion in the Chicago's Mexican American community functions in the "epoch

of space." The primacy of religious space is immediately apparent to any observer visiting a church

or even strolling through the streets of Pilsen and Little Village. Because real spaces in the

neighborhoods have claimed the geographic priority that is already central in the lives of

immigrants, they function with full heterotopic potential, as both actual and conceptual, in the

existence of the community. Popular religion in Pilsen, as it is created through image and ritual,

lives, breathes, and is aware of its own determinant status. Through the spaces that it creates and

maintains, popular religion pulls at both history and culture, Church and the laity. Through space,

popular religion topples the restrictive oppositions of sacred and secular to better serve the complex

and varied agendas of its adherents. The living spatiality of popular Catholicism, as it occurs in the

neighborhoods discussed in this paper, encourages us to question scholastic methods of

understanding Catholicism, and compels us to think about the theological and cultural potential of

the religion as it is lived by people in the world.
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A mechanical reproduction of the Virgin of Guadalupet.

t Sister Simone Watson, O.S.B. Thc Cult of Grud,alupe. Front Cover
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Representation of dark-skinned Guadalupe upon the tilma of Juan Diego2.

2 Virgil Elizondo. Guad.aJ.upe: Mother of ti¡e Ne¡v Creation. (cover art) .
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Prayer card depicting Our L,ady of the New Millennium and Holy Name Cathedral3.

Irl

Our Lady of the New Millennium visits Pilsen4.

3 Received from Carl Demma.
a Photo by Ovie Carter. Chicago Tribunc,l1 August 2000. Sec. 2, p.2
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Prayer card depecting

Our L^ady of San Juan de los Lagos.
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Shrine to Our lady of San Juan

de los Lagos at St. Procopius

Church.

National shrine to St. Jude at Our Lady of Guadalupe Church, South Chicago.
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The main altar at St. Francis

of Assisi Church

The main altar at Our Lady of
Guadalupe Church.
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A window depicting the Virgin with Juan Diego, Our Lady of Guadalupe Church.
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Image of Guadalup€ across from St. Pius V Church on Ashland Ave., Pilsen
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Above: Parishioners during novena service for Guadalupe at Holy Trinity Church,
Pilsens.

Below læfn Alør boys with image of San Juan de los lagos at her novena celebration at

St. Procopius Church, Pilsen.

Below Right Processional with image of San Juan de los lagos.

s Phoûo by Phil Velasquez. Chicago Tribune, 10 Dember 2000. Sec. 4, p. 1,
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